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“Powerful and gripping— 
an adrenaline-filled thriller  

you won’t forget.” 
—KIMBERLEY CHAMBERS,  

BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF PAYBACK

“An engaging, exciting read from a 
writer who is always a step ahead of 

the reader’s expectations.”
—DAVID MARK, SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING  

AUTHOR OF THE MCAVOY SERIES

SUBJECT 375
THE PROJECT TRILOGY, BOOK 1

BY NIKKI OWEN

Plastic surgeon Dr. Maria Martinez has Asperger’s. 
Convicted of killing a priest, she is alone in 
prison and has no memory of the murder. DNA 

evidence places Maria at the scene of the crime, yet she 
claims she’s innocent. Then she starts to remember: 
a strange room, strange people, being watched. As 
Maria gets closer to the truth, she is drawn into a web 
of international intrigue and must fight not only to clear 
her name but to remain alive. With a protagonist as 
original as The Bridge’s Saga Nor�n, part one in the 
Project trilogy is as addictive as the Bourne novels.

• Subject 375 brings a unique twist to  

the suspense genre by featuring  a 

protagonist with Asperger’s syndrome

• Will appeal to fans of Sweet by Emmy 

Laybourne and the Bourne series  

by Robert Ludlum

• Subject 375 has received glowing 

reviews from readers

• Author website: www.NikkiOwenAuthor.com

COMING SEPTEMBER 6

BLACKSTONE
P U B L I S H I N G

AUDIO EDITIONS COMING SOON
READ BY JANUARY LAVOY

HARDCOVER SHIP DATE: 8/16/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE (FIC030000) • (bfsc) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD • 368 pages
 978-1-5046-6687-9   $105.00    L 978-1-5046-6688-6   $29.95 K 978-1-5047-2579-8   $24.99
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Woman of God
by James Patterson and Maxine Paetro
Read by Thérèse Plummer

Is it possible that the new Pope … is a 
woman? Brigid Fitzgerald’s convictions 
and callings have made her the target 
of all those who fear that the Church 
has lost its way. Brigid must convert her 
enemies to her cause before she loses 
her faith … and her life.

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Michael Connelly and Patricia Cornwell

• James Patterson is one of the most popular authors of all time

• Maxine Paetro has coauthored numerous books with James Patterson

“James Patterson knows how to sell thrills  
and suspense in clean, unwavering prose.”

—People, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/26/16
FICTION / THRILLERS • (bvfo) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4789-6720-0 $76.99 L 978-1-4789-6721-7 $29.99

The Wonder
by Emma Donoghue
Read by Kate Lock

When an English nurse is brought to 
a small Irish village to observe what 
appears to be a miracle—a girl said 
to have survived without food for 
months—she soon finds herself fighting 
to save the child’s life. The Wonder is a 
powerful psychological thriller and a 
story of love pitted against evil.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Burial Rites by Hannah Kent and Lila by Marilynne 
Robinson

• Donoghue’s previous book, Room, was a 2010 Man Booker Prize finalist 
and was adapted to film 

“One of the most affecting and  
subtly profound novels of the year.”

—Washington Post on Room

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (c174) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-1501-0 $76.99

Pirate
The Fargo Adventures, Book 8
by Clive Cussler and Robin Burcell
Read by Scott Brick

A centuries-old treasure, ancient cypher 
wheel, and brutal murder are what this 
husband-and-wife treasure-hunting 
team face that may lead to a glorious 
find—or certain death.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Every book in the Fargo series has been a New York Times bestseller

• Will appeal to fans of James Rollins, Douglas Preston, and Jack Du Brul

• This series is a favorite among Cussler’s women fans and, with a new 
writer who brings a woman’s point of view, will be even more so

• National advertising and print reviews and features

“Another super Cussler fun read fit for a lazy weekend.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Havana Storm

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c0ci) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 978-0-7352-8836-2 $95.99 

Razor Girl
A Novel
by Carl Hiaasen
Reader to be announced

When Lane’s car is bashed from behind, 
it’s only the beginning of events that 
spiral out of control while unleashing 
some wild characters. There’s Trebeaux, 
Dominick “Big Noogie” Aeola, Buck 
Nance, a street psycho known as Blister, 
Brock Richardson, and former Detective 
Andrew Yancy.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Some of Hiaasen’s books, including Hoot, have been adapted for film

• Will appeal to fans of Coconut Cowboy by Tim Dorsey and The Jealous 
Kind by James Lee Burke

• National print advertising campaign, including features in the New York 
Times Book Review

“A comedic marvel…[Hiaasen] hasn’t written a novel this 
funny since Skinny Dip…Beautifully constructed.”

—New York Times on Bad Monkey

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (bl4l) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-0-385-39294-5 $86.99
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The Making of Donald 
Trump
by David Cay Johnston
Reader to be announced

Drawing on decades of interviews, 
financial records, court documents, and 
public statements, David Cay Johnston, 
who has covered Trump more closely 
than any other journalist working today, 
gives us the most in-depth look yet at 
the man who would be president.

• New York Times bestselling author

• No other Trump biography has been written by such a precisely suited 
and prestigious author

• Will appeal to fans of Trump Revealed by Michael Kranish and Marc 
Fisher and A Woman in Charge by Carl Bernstein

• National television interviews

“Investigative journalism at its best.”
— Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on The Fine Print 

AVAILABLE 9/13/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL PROCESS / ELECTIONS 
(c2yd) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-9341-4 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-9343-8 $29.95

The DNA Restart
Unlock Your Personal Genetic Code to 
Eat for Your Genes, Lose Weight, and 
Reverse Aging
by Sharon Moalem, MD, PhD
Read by P. J. Ochlan

The DNA Restart is a unique twenty-eight-
day plan that shows you how to upgrade 
sleep, sensory awareness, and exercise; 
conduct easy genetic self-tests; and 
genetically thrive by incorporating umami-
rich recipes and oolong into your diet.

• Print run: 100,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Move Your DNA by Katy Bowman and The 
UltraMetabolism Cookbook by Mark Hyman, MD

• National print features and reviews

“This book shows us exactly why [History] shouldn’t be 
ignored…Highly recommended.”

—Library Journal on Survival of the Sickest

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION / GENERAL • (bvg9) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3226-0 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-3227-7 $29.95

N 978-1-5047-8415-3 $69.99

Pushing Up Daisies
The Agatha Raisin Mysteries, Book 27
by M. C. Beaton
Reader to be announced

Agatha’s cozy village in the Cotswolds is 
about to get less cozy. A land developer 
who wants to turn the community garden 
into a housing estate is murdered. Suspect 
number one—the man’s son, Damian—
hires Agatha to find the real killer. And she 
gets some unexpected help.

• New York Times bestselling author

• National print publicity, online advertising, social media campaign, and 
library marketing campaign

• Will appeal to fans of Simon Brett’s Fethering Mysteries, Rhys Bowen’s 
Royal Spyness Mysteries, and Elizabeth Edmondson’s Very English 
Mystery series

“M. C. Beaton proves that once you meet Agatha Raisin,  
you’ll keep coming back.”

—New York Journal of Books on Dishing the Dirt

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (9464) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3325-0 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-3326-7 $29.95

The Velvet Hours
A Novel
by Alyson Richman
Reader to be announced

To negate memories of her impoverished 
childhood, elusive French courtesan 
Marthe de Florian had collected art and 
beauty, which she gradually revealed to 
her granddaughter Solange. But as Paris 
faces Nazi occupation, Solange must 
leave Marthe’s legacy behind to save all 
that she loves.

• Print run: 75,000

• In a crowded market, Richman has made a name for herself writing 
WWII historical fiction with elegant prose and historically accurate 
nuance

• Will appeal to fans of The Nightingale by Kristin Hannah, For Such a Time 
by Elyse Larson, and A Paris Apartment by Michelle Gable

• Based on a true story

“A masterful mix of the glamour of the Belle Epoque  
and the shadows of impending war.”

—Lauren Willig, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (bxsg) 10.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4245-0 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-4247-4 $29.95

N 978-1-5047-8416-0 $89.99
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Hunted
The BookShots Line
by James Patterson, with 
Andrew Holmes
Read by Graeme Malcolm

Someone is luring men from the streets 
to play a mysterious, high stakes game 
in the English countryside. Former 
Special Forces officer David Shelley will 
go undercover to shut it down—but 
this might be a game he can’t win.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Novels you can devour in a few hours

• Impossible to stop listening

• Original content presented by James Patterson

• Patterson recently won the National Book Foundation’s 2015 Literarian 
Award for Outstanding Service to the American Literary Community

“No one gets this big without amazing natural storytelling 
talent—which is what James Patterson has, in spades.”

—Lee Child, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c16z) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 978-1-4789-1490-7 $55.99

113 Minutes
A Story in Real Time
The BookShots Line
by James Patterson, with Max DiLallo
Read by Becky Ann Baker and 
Christopher Ryan Grant

Molly Rourke’s son has been murdered 
… and she knows who’s responsible. 

Now she’s taking the law into her own 
hands. Never underestimate a mother’s 
love.

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Novels you can devour in a few hours

• Impossible to stop listening

• Original content presented by James Patterson

“James Patterson knows how to sell thrills and suspense in 
clean, unwavering prose.”

—People, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c16y) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 978-1-4789-1488-4 $55.99

Sacking the 
Quarterback
The BookShots Flames Line
by Samantha Towle
Foreword by James Patterson
Read by Brittany Presley

When quarterback Grayson Knight is 
arrested for drug possession, lawyer 
Melissa St. James knows something 
doesn’t add up. But there’s one thing 
he can’t deny—he wants Melissa.

• Print run: 300,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Novels you can devour in a few hours

• Impossible to stop listening

• Original content presented by James Patterson

• Will appeal to fans of Susan Elizabeth Phillips’ Chicago Stars series and 
Jaci Burton’s Play-by-Play series

• Author website: www.SamanthaTowle.co.uk

• Other books by Samantha Towle are also available

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c171) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 978-1-4789-1494-5 $55.99

The Mating Season
The BookShots Flames Line
by Laurie Horowitz
Foreword by James Patterson
Read by Lauren Fortgang and  
Graeme Malcolm

Sophie Castle is given her own bird 
documentary but is distracted by her 
cameraman’s good looks. Can they 
convince the public to love birds—
without falling in love themselves?

•  Novels you can devour in a few hours

• Impossible to stop listening

• Original content presented by James Patterson

“Balances social satire with emotional intelligence and 
romanticism—the patented Austen formula.”

—Newsday (Long Island, NY) on The Family Fortune

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c2hq) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 978-1-4789-4511-6 $55.99
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Newton and Polly
A Novel of Amazing Grace
by Jody Hedlund
Reader to be announced

John Newton fell in love with Polly 
Catlett at first sight, but she was unable 
to return the affections of the rebellious, 
worldly young man. Not long after, John 
was pressed into serving in the navy. 
After four years away, John must work 
hard to convince Polly that he is worthy 
of her.

• “Amazing Grace” is the most well-known of hymns and was written by 
John Newton

• Jody Hedlund’s historical romance backlist continues to garner 
excellent reviews

• Will appeal to fans of To Win Her Favor by Tamera Alexander and Fierce 
Convictions by Karen Swallow Prior

“Lovers of inspirational romance won’t want to miss this 
sparkling gem of a novel.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Hearts Made Whole

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / BIOGRAPHICAL • (c12q) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5826-0 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-5828-4 $29.95

Trump vs. Clinton
In Their Own Words: Everything You 
Need to Know to Vote Your Conscience
by James Patterson
Edited by Denise Roy
Reader to be announced

In this presidential contest of diametric 
opposites, nothing is certain on the path 
to the polls—except that every word 
matters. Direct from the candidates, 
from point and counterpoint to wit 
and wisdom, Trump vs. Clinton is an 
unvarnished conversation on the issues 
captivating America.

• A very timely topic in this election year

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Books you can devour in a few hours

• Impossible to stop reading

• All original content by James Patterson

• Will appeal to fans of Hillary Clinton’s Race to the White House by 
Regina G. Lawrence and Melody Rose

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / REFERENCE • (c1kp) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs
 978-1-4789-6932-7 $49.99

The Pigeon Tunnel
Stories from My Life
by John le Carré
Read by the author

From his years serving in British 
Intelligence to a career as a bestselling 
writer, John le Carré has always written 
from the heart of modern times. In his 
first memoir, le Carré is as funny as he 
is incisive, reading into the events he 
witnesses the same moral ambiguity 
with which he imbues his novels.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Author’s Our Kind of Traitor, starring Ewan McGregor, was released in 
May 2016, and The Night Manager started a six-episode run on AMC

• Will appeal to fans of John le Carré: The Biography by Adam Sisman and 
The Man with the Golden Typewriter edited by Fergus Fleming

“At the moment a new generation is stumbling upon  
his work, le Carré is still writing at something close to  

the top of his game.”
—New York Times Magazine on A Delicate Truth

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c0cm) 18 hours • 15 CDs
 978-0-7352-1004-2 $111.99

Hero of the Empire
The Boer War, a Daring Escape, and 
the Making of Winston Churchill
by Candice Millard
Read by Simon Vance

Winston Churchill arrived in South Africa 
in 1899 to cover the brutal war between 
the British and Boer rebels. Hero of the 
Empire is more than an adventure story, 
for the lessons Churchill took from 
the Boer War would profoundly affect 
twentieth-century history.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Many bestsellers have featured Churchill and Millard presents a 
completely fresh view of this iconic figure

• Will appeal to fans of The Boer War by Denis Judd and Keith Surridge

• Author website: www.CandiceMillard.com

“A rich, dramatic tale that ranges from the personal  
to the literally earth-shaking.”
—New York Times on The River of Doubt

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / POLITICAL • (bssl) 14 hours • 11 CDs
 978-0-307-98793-8 $95.99
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A Gentleman in 
Moscow
A Novel
by Amor Towles
Read by Nicholas Guy Smith

Count Rostov, deemed an unrepentant 
aristocrat by Bolsheviks, is captive in 
a hotel while historical events unfold 
outside; yet he finds a new world of 
inner discovery.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Author’s Rules of Civility was a New York Times bestseller with impressive 
sales across all formats and with fans eager to read his next work

• Will appeal to fans of Pulitzer Prize winner All the Light We Cannot See by 
Anthony Doerr and fans of White Blood by James Fleming

• The novel features three incredibly vivid and delightful female 
characters

“The book moves briskly from one crisp scene to the next.”
—Town & Country

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (c0ch) 16 hours • 15 CDs
 978-0-7352-8852-2 $103.99

Stalking Ground
The Timber Creek K-9 Mysteries, Book 2
by Margaret Mizushima
Reader to be announced

When Deputy Ken Brody’s sweetheart 
goes missing in the mountains, Mattie 
Cobb and her K-9 partner Robo are 
called to search. But a dark snow 
storm is brewing, and soon they find 
themselves in the middle of the killer’s 
stalking ground.

• Print run: 40,000

• Margaret was nominated for best debut mystery author by RT Book 
Reviews

• Will appeal to fans of the Longmire Mysteries by Craig Johnson and the 
Joe Pickett novels by C. J. Boyd

• Mattie and her canine partner Robo are sure to win the hearts of 
mystery lovers and animal lovers alike

“Tight storytelling and gripping suspense in a  
fully realized rural Colorado world.”

—Scott Graham, National Outdoor Book Award–winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS 
(c292) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7483-3 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-7485-7 $29.95

Robert B. Parker’s 
Debt to Pay
The Jesse Stone Series, Book 15
by Reed Farrel Coleman
Reader to be announced

When a Boston crime boss is murdered, 
Jesse Stone suspects it’s the work of 
psychotic assassin Mr. Peepers, who 
has promised revenge against the mob, 
Jesse, and Jen.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Lost in Paradise, the ninth television movie based on the Jesse Stone 
series, aired on Hallmark in October, again starring Tom Selleck as Jesse 
Stone

• Will appeal to fans of John Sandford’s Virgil Flowers series and Michael 
Connelly’s Harry Bosch novels

“This series can run forever in these new capable hands  
and readers will eagerly await each new book about Jesse 

Stone. I know I will.”
—Huffington Post, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c0bh) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs
 978-1-101-89046-2 $73.99

A Highlander’s 
Christmas Kiss
by Paula Quinn
Reader to be announced

Temperance Menzie, grieving for 
her father, is determined to assist a 
wounded stranger and give him the 
help she couldn’t give her father, but 
she senses a secret lurking in his eyes. 
For Cailean Grant, his guilt grows day 
by day, along with his desire for the lass 
nursing him back to health.

• Print run: 30,000

• This is the first book in a new branch of the Highland Heirs series that 
builds on Quinn’s beloved MacGregor family

• Will appeal to fans of New York Times bestsellers The Arrow by Monica 
McCarty, Highland Avenger by Hannah Howell, and How to Capture a 
Countess by Karen Hawkins

“Scottish romance at its best: captivating, tender, and sensual,”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Conquered by a Highlander

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL / SCOTTISH • (c24e) 9 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7322-5 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-7324-9 $29.95



THE KEPT WOMAN
A Novel
The Will Trent Series, Book 8
by Karin Slaughter
Reader to be announced

The body of an ex-cop lies on the floor of an abandoned warehouse. Bloody 
footprints reveal that another victim, evidently a woman, was carried away. 
But for Georgia detective Will Trent, the case is about to get even worse. 
Because an unexpected discovery reveals a personal link to his troubled 
past … and the consequences will wreak havoc on his life and the lives 
of those he loves.

“EVERY KARIN SLAUGHTER NOVEL IS A CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION.”
—KATHY REICHS, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

• Print run: 200,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Flesh and Blood by Patricia Cornwell and 
Crash & Burn by Lisa Gardner

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE WILL TRENT SERIES

BOOK 5 BOOK 6 BOOK 7BOOK 5.5 BOOK 6.5

KARIN SLAUGHTER is the New York Times and #1 internationally 
bestselling author of over a dozen thrillers, including the Will 
Trent and Grant County series. A longtime resident of Atlanta, 
she splits her time between the kitchen and the living room.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (8863) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3318-2 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-3319-9 $29.95 
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THE KEPT WOMAN
A Novel
The Will Trent Series, Book 8
by Karin Slaughter
Reader to be announced

The body of an ex-cop lies on the floor of an abandoned warehouse. Bloody 
footprints reveal that another victim, evidently a woman, was carried away. 
But for Georgia detective Will Trent, the case is about to get even worse. 
Because an unexpected discovery reveals a personal link to his troubled 
past … and the consequences will wreak havoc on his life and the lives 
of those he loves.

“EVERY KARIN SLAUGHTER NOVEL IS A CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION.”
—KATHY REICHS, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

• Print run: 200,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Flesh and Blood by Patricia Cornwell and 
Crash & Burn by Lisa Gardner

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE WILL TRENT SERIES

BOOK 5 BOOK 6 BOOK 7BOOK 5.5 BOOK 6.5

KARIN SLAUGHTER is the New York Times and #1 internationally 
bestselling author of over a dozen thrillers, including the Will 
Trent and Grant County series. A longtime resident of Atlanta, 
she splits her time between the kitchen and the living room.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (8863) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3318-2 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-3319-9 $29.95 

A Change of Heart
by Sonali Dev
Reader to be announced

Nic Joshi had a full life with Doctors 
without Borders—until his wife, Jen, 
was killed after she discovered a black-
market organ-transplant ring. When 
he meets a woman who claims she 
received Jen’s heart in a transplant, 
something in her reckless desperation 
rings true.

• Dev’s debut earned six awards, including the best-books list from USA 
Today, NPR, Library Journal, and Booklist 

• Dev’s second book made the best books of 2015 lists from Washington 
Post, NPR, and Kirkus Reviews and was a finalist for RT Book Review’s 
Award for Best Multicultural Romance 

• Will appeal to fans of the New York Times bestseller The Little Paris 
Bookshop by Nina George, as well as An Incurable Insanity by Simi K. Rao

“Vibrant and exuberantly romantic.”
—NPR on A Bollywood Affair

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c1lp) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6603-6 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-6605-0 $29.95

N 978-1-5047-8411-5 $84.99

Don’t I Know You?
by Marni Jackson
Read by Carol Monda

Rose McEwan has lived her life out of 
the spotlight. But even so, fame has 
come to her. A writing class with John 
Updike takes an extracurricular turn, 
Bob Dylan crashes her summer cottage, 
and so on. Don’t I Know You? shows 
how an ordinary life might be the most 
extraordinary one.

• Print run: 40,000

• Author is a journalist and broadcaster with broad public visibility

• Will appeal to fans of The Wangs vs. the World by Jade Chang and The 
Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead

• Targeted Facebook advertising

“Don’t I Know You? is sexy and shrewd,  
a work of glaring imagination conjured with  

journalistic observation and instinct.”
—Terry McDonell, author of The Accidental Life

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (c2ha) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-8339-2 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-8341-5 $29.95

In Such Good 
Company
Eleven Years of Laughter, Mayhem, 
and Fun in the Sandbox
by Carol Burnett
Read by the author

Carol Burnett reminisces about the 
outrageous tales that made working on 
the iconic Carol Burnett Show as much 
fun as watching it.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Carol Burnett is one of the few major icons of show business still 
working today

• Will appeal to fans of This Time Together by Carol Burnett and Carrie and 
Me by Carol Burnett

• National publicity, feature attention, and radio campaign

“It’s funny, it’s endearing, and very moving.  
I cannot recommend it highly enough.”

—Julie Andrews on This Time Together

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS 
(bv6z) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-0-7352-8484-5 $86.99

Seize the Day
Living on Purpose and Making 
Every Day Count
by Joyce Meyer
Read by Jodi Carlisle

Joyce Meyer encourages you not 
to waste another minute. There is 
something special, valuable waiting for 
you to discover in each day. She shares 
key biblical insights and personal stories 
that will help you make the most of this 
moment and inspire you to seize the day.

• Print run: 200,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of And It Was Beautiful by Kara Tippetts and Fresh 
Start by Joel Osteen

• Joyce’s Enjoying Everyday Life airs daily on national networks, including 
ABC Family, Trinity Broadcast Network, and the Discovery Channel

“Meyer…empowers the reader to take charge of life  
and live it in an active and full way.”

—Publishers Weekly on The Mind Connection

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / INSPIRATIONAL • (c179) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 978-1-4789-1509-6 $76.99
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Radical Beauty
How to Transform Yourself from the 
Inside Out
by Deepak Chopra, MD and Kimberly 
Snyder, CN
Read by Kimberly Snyder

Through six pillars of healthy living, 
Deepak Chopra and Kimberly Snyder, 
CN, offer ideas on “radical routines” and 

“radical foods” that will have the most 
impact on your body and mind.

• New York Times bestselling authors

• Contains exciting new approaches that will have wide appeal 

• Will appeal to fans of The Mind-Beauty Connection by Amy Wechsler and 
Timeless Beauty by Christie Brinkley

• National reviews, publicity, and feature attention

• Social media campaign and promotion on author websites

“Strength and beauty go hand-in-hand in this brilliant plan 
from two of the most inspiring leaders in healthy living.”

—Eva Longoria

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / HEALTHY LIVING • (bv70) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 978-0-7352-8502-6 $86.99

Your Health, Your 
Decisions
How to Work with Your Doctor to  
Become a Knowledge-Powered Patient
by Robert Alan McNutt, MD
Reader to be announced

Dr. Robert McNutt challenges the 
physician- directed expertise model of 
making medical decisions and gives 
patients the tools to compare and 
consider their health care options. 

• Dr. McNutt gives listeners the tools and confidence to understand and 
carefully consider their medical options

• Demystifies what can be a bewildering and sometimes terrifying 
process

• Will appeal to fans of Your Health, Your Choice by Dr. M. Ted Morter Jr. 
and Putting It All Together by Abram Hoffer

“This book will help patients understand the major principles 
of decision making in a practical and clear way.”

—Alan Schwartz, University of Illinois at Chicago

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
MEDICAL / PHYSICIAN & PATIENT • (bv49) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4068-5 $55.00 L 978-1-5047-4416-4 $29.95

Mischling
by Affinity Konar
Read by Vanessa Johansson

It’s 1944 when twin sisters Pearl and 
Stasha arrive at Auschwitz. When Pearl 
disappears and the camp is liberated 
by the Red Army, Stasha and her 
companion Feliks—a boy bent on 
vengeance for his own lost twin—must 
try to imagine a future within a world 
transformed by war.

• Print run: 150,000

• Mischling has received advanced praise from the author’s peers

• Will appeal to fans of Number the Stars by Lois Lowry and The Girls by 
Lori Lansens

• While harrowing, there is a radiance at the heart of this book that makes 
for an unforgettable listening experience

“If your soul can survive the journey,  
you’ll be rewarded by one of the most harrowing,  

powerful, and imaginative books of the year.”
—Anthony Doerr, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (c176) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 978-1-4789-1505-8 $100.99

Murder in the Bayou
Who Killed the Women Known as the 

“Jeff Davis 8?”
by Ethan Brown
Read by Traber Burns

Between 2005 and 2009, the bodies of 
eight women were found in the murky 
canals and ponds of Jennings, Louisiana. 
Epic in scope and intensely suspenseful, 
Murder in the Bayou is the story of an 
American town buckling under the dark 
forces of poverty, race, and class division.

• Brown is a contributor to New York magazine, the New York Observer, 
Wired, GQ, Mother Jones, the Guardian, Rolling Stone, Entertainment 
Weekly, and other publications

• National advertising in the New York Times Book Review

• Will appeal to fans of That Lonely Section of Hell by Lori Shenher and The 
Grim Sleeper by Christine Pelisek

• Author events in New Orleans and New York

“A prodigious reporter and masterful storyteller.”
—Evan Wright, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
TRUE CRIME / MURDER / GENERAL • (c2ew) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7773-5 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-7775-9 $29.95
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Between Breaths
A Memoir of Panic and Addiction
by Elizabeth Vargas
Read by the author

From the moment she uttered the 
brave and honest words, “I am an 
alcoholic,” Elizabeth Vargas began 
writing her story. Now Vargas discusses 
her accounts of growing up with 
anxiety and how she dealt with it as she 
came of age, from turning to alcohol for 
relief to her eventual recovery.

• Print run: 75,000

• As anchor of 20/20 on ABC, Elizabeth Vargas reaches nearly four million 
viewers weekly

• Will appeal to fans of My Age of Anxiety by Scott Stossel and Blackout by 
Sarah Hepola

• National media campaign and review coverage

• Social media campaign

• Select author appearances

• Blogger outreach

AVAILABLE 9/13/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (btn9) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs
 978-1-4789-6520-6 $76.99

Shelter in Place
by Alexander Maksik
Reader to be announced

Joseph March is on top of the world 
after graduating college until he starts 
to suffer the symptoms of bipolar 
disorder and, shortly after, his mother 
kills a man. With an eerie magnetism, 
Shelter in Place tells a story about the 
things in life we are willing to die for.

• Author’s previous book A Marker to Measure Drift was a New York Times 
Notable Book

• Publishers Weekly describes author’s prose as “gorgeous and evocative”

• Will appeal to fans of These Dreams of You by Steve Erickson and 
Hesitation Wounds by Amy Koppelman

• Author is a graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop

“Magnificent…Maksik charts the legacy of violence and the 
limits of justice with grace, power, and clarity.”

—Anthony Marra, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (c0o5) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4970-1 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-4972-5 $29.95

N 978-1-5047-8417-7 $84.99

The Year of Voting 
Dangerously
The Derangement of American Politics
by Maureen Dowd
Read by Elisabeth Rodgers

New York Times columnist Maureen 
Dowd traces the psychologies and 
pathologies in one of the nastiest and 
most significant battles of the sexes 
ever. If America is on the escalator to hell, 
then The Year of Voting Dangerously is the 
perfect guide for this surreal, insane ride.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Dowd is widely regarded as the funniest, sharpest political satirist of 
our time

• Will appeal to fans of Christopher Hitchens, Christopher Buckley, and 
Peggy Noonan

“Dowd can balance substance and sizzle and still be  
acidulous and funny, drawing righteous blood.”

—Los Angeles Times, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / AMERICAN GOVERNMENT / GENERAL • (c177) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-1507-2 $90.99

Playing through the 
Whistle
Steel, Football, and an American Town
by S. L. Price
Reader to be announced

Playing through the Whistle is a 
masterpiece of narrative journalism that 
will make you cry and cheer in equal 
measure for Aliquippa, Pennsylvania.

• “The Heart of Football Beats in Aliquippa,” the original feature this story 
started with in Sports Illustrated, was chosen for The Best American 
Sports Writing 2012

• Aliquippa has produced two NFL Hall of Famers, Mike Ditka and Tony 
Dorsett, and numerous other stars, including Sean Gilbert, Ty Law, and 
Darrelle Revis

• Will appeal to fans of The Unwinding by George Packer and The Secret 
Game by Scott Ellsworth

“Price is one of the finest writers on sports anywhere.”
—USA Today, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
SPORTS & RECREATION / FOOTBALL • (c1bp) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6018-8 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-6020-1 $29.95
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No Echo
The Hanne Wilhelmsen Novels, Book 6
by Anne Holt
Read by Kate Reading

When celebrity chef Brede Ziegler is 
discovered stabbed to death on the 
steps of the Oslo police headquarters, it 
sends a shock wave through the city’s 
hip in-crowd. Chef Ziegler had lots of 
famous associates. Could the culprit 
be among them? While police struggle 
to crack the case, detective Hanne 

Wilhelmsen returns to Oslo to help after a six-month absence and finds herself 
being pulled into Zieglar’s nefarious world, and not even sure he was who he 
said he was.

• Features an LGBT protagonist

• Will appeal to fans of Jo Nesbø and Stieg Larsson

• Author was short-listed for the Edgar Award in 2012

“The godmother of modern Norwegian crime fiction” 
—Jo Nesbø

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL 
(c2ep) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7705-6 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-7707-0 $29.95

Jubilee, 50th 
Anniversary Edition
by Margaret Walker
Foreword by Nikki Giovanni
Reader to be announced

Jubilee tells the true story of Vyry, the 
child of a white plantation owner and 
his black mistress. Weaving her own 
family’s oral history with thirty years of 
research, Margaret Walker’s novel brings 
the everyday experiences of slaves to 
light.

• A national bestseller with over 1 million copies sold

• Walker received a Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship for this novel

• Will appeal to fans of Maud Martha by Gwendolyn Brooks and Roots  
by Alex Haley

“Chronicles the triumph of a free spirit over  
many kinds of bondage.”

—New York Times Book Review

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (bxee) 17 hours • 14 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-0390-1 $123.00 L 978-1-5047-0398-7 $44.95

The Power of When
Discover Your Chronotype—and the 
Best Time to Eat Lunch, Ask for a Raise, 
Have Sex, Write a Novel, Take Your 
Meds, and More
by Michael Breus, PhD
Read by the author

Most advice centers on what to do or 
how to do it and ignores the when of 
success. But research proves there is a 
right time to do just about everything. 

Dr. Breus shows that working with your body’s inner clock for maximum health, 
happiness, and productivity is easy, exciting, and fun.

• First print: 150,000

• Foreword by the well-known Dr. Oz

• Will appeal to fans of Timothy Ferriss, Charles Duhigg, and David Allen

“After reading this book, your decision-making  
ability will forever be improved.”

—David Perlmutter, MD, New York Times bestselling author 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / HEALTHY LIVING • (c175) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-1503-4 $90.99

Pancakes in Paris
Living the American Dream in France
by Craig Carlson
Reader to be announced

In Paris, Craig Carlson knew he had 
found the city of his dreams, although 
one thing was still missing—the 
good ol’ American breakfast he loved 
so much. Today his diner, Breakfast 
in America, is a renowned tourist 
destination. This is Craig’s story of 
tackling the impossible.

• Delightful mash-up of American and French culture

• Parisian memoirs are a big hit, and this publisher has sold more than 
50,000 copies of other Paris titles

• Will appeal to fans of the New York Times bestsellers Paris in Love by 
Eloisa James and Lunch in Paris by Elizabeth Bard, as well as the food-
related Paris, My Sweet by Amy Thomas

“[A] refreshingly honest memoir about…the Kafkaesque 
ordeal he went through to make his dreams come true here.”
—Heather Stimmler-Hall, founder and editor of the Secrets of Paris newsletter and 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / CULINARY • (c20x) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7240-2 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-7242-6 $29.95
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The Scam
The Fox and O’Hare Series, Book 4
by Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg
Read by Scott Brick

Super criminal Evan Trace is running a 
money laundering operation through 
his casino. It’s a scam that will take Fox 
and O’Hare from the Las Vegas strip, 
to the sun-soaked beaches of Oahu’s 
North Shore, and into the dark back 
alleys of Macau. What could go wrong?

• A New York Times bestseller

• The Heist, The Chase, and The Job have sold nearly 1.7 million copies 
combined across all formats

• Will appeal to fans of Christopher Greyson and John Sandford

• Other books in the Fox and O’Hare series are also available

“Non-stop laughs with plenty oft high jinks.”
—USA Today on The Heist

AVAILABLE 9/6/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (bomb) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 978-1-5247-0854-2 $54.99

Scorched Earth
Restoring America after Obama
by Michael Savage
Reader to be announced

Michael Savages says that for the past 
eight years there has been a retrovirus 
in the White House, and that the last 
Presidential term has infected the body 
politic with hateful, anti-American views. 
Savage reveals what to do in order to 
bring the government and country back 
to health.

• Print run: 250,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of The Liberty Amendments by Mark R. Levin and 
Adios, America by Ann Coulter

• Savage’s #1 streaming radio show, The Savage Nation, is broadcast in 
drive time on over 225 stations

“To say this is a ‘must-read’ book is putting it mildly.”
—Right Pundits on <i style=”font-style: italic;”>Government Zero

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / AMERICAN GOVERNMENT / GENERAL • (c17a) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-1511-9 $90.99

Only Daughter
by Anna Snoekstra
Reader to be announced

Sixteen-year-old Rebecca Winter 
disappeared. Eleven years later, a young 
woman claims to be the missing Bec 
and is soon living Bec’s life. But Bec’s 
family and friends are not as they seem. 
As the impostor delves into the real Bec 
Winter’s life, she realizes that whoever 
took Bec is still at large.

• Print run: 200,000

• Universal Pictures have picked up movie rights to this novel

• Will appeal to fans of Dear Daughter by Elizabeth Little, Luckiest Girl 
Alive by Jessica Knoll, and Still Missing by Chevy Stevens

• A taut psychological thriller told in a split narrative

• Author website: www.AnnaSnoekstra.com

“A dark meditation on the secrets we keep about our families 
and about ourselves. Twisty, slippery, and full of surprises.”

—Lisa Unger, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c0nf) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4925-1 $59.99 L 978-1-5047-4926-8 $39.99

Trotsky in New York 
1917
A Radical on the Eve of Revolution
by Kenneth D. Ackerman
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

Lev Davidovich Trotsky entered the 
world stage in 1917 as co-leader of 
a Marxist Revolution in Russia. Only 
months earlier, he was an unknown 
European refugee that took refuge in 
New York City. But his ten weeks there 

would reshape the American left for the next fifty years.

• As we approach the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution, this 
book could not be more timely

• There have been no books focusing exclusively on Leon Trotsky’s 
sojourn in New York City until now

• Will appeal to fans of The First Nazi by Will Brownell and Leon Trotsky by 
Joshua Rubenstein 

“A compelling look at the colorful yet ruthless man who 
invented the big city political machine…Gripping.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Boss Tweed

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / POLITICAL • (c2ji) 13 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-8612-6 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-8614-0 $29.95



SIEGE AT 
JADOTVILLE
     THE IRISH ARMY’S FORGOTTEN BATTLE

BY DECLAN POWER

The men of A Company, � irty-Fifth Irish Infantry 
Battalion, arrived in the Congo as a United 
Nations contingent to help keep the peace. For 

many it would be their fi rst trip outside their native shores. 
Led by Commandant Pat Quinlan, A Company found 
themselves tasked with protecting the European population 
at Jadotville, a small mining town in the southern 
Congolese province of Katanga. It fell to A Company to 
protect those who would later turn against them, and on 
September 13th, 1961, the bright morning air of Jadotville 
was shattered by the sound of automatic gunfi re. � ough 
cut off  and surrounded, the men of Jadotville held their 
ground and fought.

COMING SEPTEMBER 20
SOON TO BE A NETFLIX FILM, JADOTVILLE, STARRING 
FIFTY SHADES OF GREY ’S JAMIE DORNAN, IN 2016

BLACKSTONE
P U B L I S H I N G

“In telling the full story for the � rst time, 
former soldier Declan Power does the brave 

men of A Company a great service.”
—IRISH TIMES (DUBLIN)

“Siege at Jadotville lifts the lid 
on one of the most controversial 
episodes in Ireland’s UN service.”

—SUNDAY WORLD (DUBLIN)

• An in-depth look at a battle covered 

up by the Irish government and forgotten 

by the rest of the world

• A great gift for history buff s

• Will appeal to fans of ‘A’ Company Action 

by Dan Harvey and Blood, Sweat, and Tears 

by Tom Clonan
HISTORY / MILITARY / OTHER (HIS027130)
(bnud) 6½ hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD • 276 pages
 978-1-5046-6105-8   $76.00    L 978-1-5046-6106-5   $29.95 K 978-1-5047-5872-7   $16.99
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The Underground Railroad
by Colson Whitehead
Reader to be announced

The Underground Railroad is at once a kinetic adven-
ture tale of one woman’s ferocious will to escape 
the horrors of bondage, and a shattering, powerful 
meditation on the history we all share.

• New York Times bestselling author

• The central conceit is imagined, but the hideous realities of slavery are 
grounded in factual history

• Will appeal to fans of Someone Knows My Name by Lawrence Hill

“Warm and funny, carefully observed, and beautifully written…
Whitehead seems to be having the time of his life.”

—Boston Globe on Sag Harbor

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (c0cs) 10 hours •  8 CDs
 978-0-7352-8557-6 $86.99

Time Travel
A History
by James Gleick
Reader to be announced

James Gleick tracks the evolution of time travel as 
an idea in the culture—from Marcel Proust to Doctor 
Who, from Woody Allen to Jorge Luis Borges. 

• The ideal of time travel is more than 100 years old, and yet it remains 
compelling and fascinating

• Will appeal to fans of science, time travel, and philosophy

“Gleick mounts H. G. Wells’ time machine for an invigorating ride  
through the most baffling of the four dimensions.”

—John Banville, nationally bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/27/16
SCIENCE / HISTORY • (bvgh) 17 hours •  9 CDs
 978-0-7352-8588-0 $103.99

The Politically Incorrect Guide to Jihad
The Politically Incorrect Guides
by William Kilpatrick
Reader to be announced

The Politically Incorrect Guide to Jihad delves into the 
dark world of radical Islam, exposing the most violent 
menace of the twenty-first century.

• This guide to Jihad will be released a few months before the 2016 election and 
will remain relevant for as long as Islamic terrorism remains a problem

• Regnery’s bestselling backlist titles in 2015 were Islam/Jihad related

• Will appeal to fans of The Complete Infidel’s Guide to ISIS by Robert Spencer

“This book should be essential reading for politicians, bishops, and 
everyone who is on the front lines of the culture wars.”

—Robert Spencer, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / TERRORISM • (bv8o) 8.53 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4023-4 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-4024-1 $29.95

The Carnival Campaign
How the Rollicking 1840 Campaign of “Tippecanoe 
and Tyler Too” Changed Presidential Elections Forever
by Ronald G. Shafer
Reader to be announced

While today’s electorate views as normal the 
circus-like, big-money “image campaigns” that 
emphasize style and image over substance, this book 
describes how it all began.

• Timely subject in this hot-button election year

• Reveals the origins of many commonplace election practices today

• Will appeal to fans of America 1844 by John Bicknell

“Delightful reading…[and] a masterpiece of historical reportage.”
—Ronald Kessler, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 19TH CENTURY • (c295) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7504-5 $69.00 L 978-1-5047-7506-9 $29.95

The Gatekeeper
Missy LeHand, FDR, and the Untold Story of the 
Partnership That Defined a Presidency
by Kathryn Smith
Reader to be announced

The Gatekeeper is a thoughtful, revealing story about 
a woman ahead of her time and a long overdue 
tribute to one of the most important female figures in 
American history.

• A great gift for history buffs and fans of FDR

• Will appeal to fans of Lady Bird and Lyndon by Betty Boyd Caroli

“A most important story about America’s most successful  
twentieth-century president.”

—Frank Costigliola, author of Roosevelt’s Lost Alliances

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (c1mv) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6726-2 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-6728-6 $29.95

Good Vibrations
My Life as a Beach Boy
by Mike Love, with James S. Hirsch
Read by Mike Love

Mike Love tells the story of his legendary, raucous, and 
ultimately triumphant five-decade career as the front 
man of The Beach Boys.

• Love chose to work with New York Times bestselling author and collaborator 
James S. Hirsch, who has received wide acclaim for his treatments of the lives 
of American icons

• Mike Love leads the charge for over 170 Beach Boys concerts a year around the 
world

• Will appeal to fans of Rod by Rod Stewart, My Cross to Bear by Gregg Allman, 
and Who Am I by Pete Townshend

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS 
(c0cq) 12 hours •  12 CDs
 978-0-7352-8882-9 $78.99
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Song of Solomon
by Toni Morrison
Read by Toni Morrison

Milkman Dead was born shortly after a neighbor-
hood eccentric hurled himself off a rooftop in a vain 
attempt at flight. For the rest of his life he, too, will be 
trying to fly.

• Toni Morrison was awarded the National Book Critics Circle Award, the Pulitzer 
Prize, and the Nobel Prize for Literature

• Song of Solomon was an Oprah Book Club Selection

• Will appeal to fans of Erasure by Percival Everett

“A powerful, sensual, and poetic exploration of four generations of a 
family mistakenly named Dead.” 

—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 9/13/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (as9u) 13 hours • 11 CDs
 978-0-14-752026-5 $95.99

Mind
A Scientific Guide to Who You Are, How You Got 
That Way, and How to Make the Most of It
by Patricia Daniels and Todd B. Kashdan
Reader to be announced

By knowing more about your own psychology, you can 
have a better life. National Geographic’s Mind explores 
today’s leading theories of personality and behavior.

• Inspired by the new school of positive psychology

• Kashdan received the American Psychological Association’s 2013 
Distinguished Scientific Award for Early Career Contribution to Psychology

• Will appeal to fans of New York Times bestsellers The Brain’s Way of Healing by 
Norman Doidge, Change Your Brain, Change Your Life by Daniel G. Amen, and 
The Brain Fog Fix by Mike Dow

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
PSYCHOLOGY / PERSONALITY • (c0m9) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4846-9 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-4848-3 $29.95

After James
by Michael Helm
Reader to be announced

Ali, James, and Celia exist in worlds where implausibil-
ities are real or impending. After James is told in three 
parts, each gesturing toward a different fiction genre.

• Helm’s Cities of Refuge was a Globe and Mail Best Book of the Year and a finalist 
for the Giller Prize

• Helm received praise from Michael Ondaatje, Don DeLillo, and Patrick DeWitt

• Will appeal to fans of Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell

“Standout…This is a powerful depiction of the struggle 
 to overcome adversity.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Cities of Refuge

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / DYSTOPIAN • (c1d1) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6059-1 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-6061-4 $29.95

Darkest Journey
The Krewe of Hunters Series, Book 3
by Heather Graham
Reader to be announced

Charlie and Ethan have history. While solving the case 
of two murdered Civil War reenactors, they make un-
expected discoveries as they resume the relationship 
that ended years ago.

• Print run: 350,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Christine Feehan and Cynthia Eden

“[The Hexed is] a masterfully created psychological thriller…leaving 
readers shocked and enthralled.”

—RT Book Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / CRIME • (c0n4) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4892-6 $59.99 L 978-1-5047-4893-3 $39.99

Backstabbing for Beginners
My Crash Course in International Diplomacy
by Michael Soussan
Read by Maxwell Hamilton

A young UN staffer working on the Oil-for-Food 
Program to help Iraqi civilians survive the impact of 
economic sanctions becomes aware that Saddam 
Hussein is extracting illegal kickbacks, a discovery that 

sets him on a collision course with the organizations leadership.

• Soon to be a major motion picture starring Theo James, Ben Kingsley, and 
Jacqueline Bisset

• Author website: www.MichaelSoussan.com

“A worthwhile addition to current events collections.”
—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 9/20/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / DIPLOMACY 
(c2ho) 15.5 hours • 12 CDs
 978-1-4789-4503-1 $123.99 N 978-1-4789-4505-5 $79.99

The Western Lands
The Red Night Trilogy, Book 3
by William S. Burroughs
Read by Ray Porter

The Western Lands—a Book of the Dead for the nuclear 
age—is an astonishing, profound, revealing medi-
tation on mortality, loneliness, nuclear peril, and the 
inextinguishable hope for life after death.

• Never before published in audio format

• Final of a trilogy, all of which will be available from Blackstone

• An author with tremendous influence from the 1950s through today when he 
is still named as an influence by contemporary writers of fiction

“A significant work on its own merits…Vivid, horrifying, beautiful, and sad.”
—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 9/13/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bslu) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-0013-9 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-0014-6 $29.95
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Asylum
A Survivor’s Flight from Nazi-Occupied Vienna 
through Wartime France
by Moriz Scheyer
Translated and with an epilogue by P. N. Singer
Read by Robert Blumenfeld and Peter Ganim

Tracing events from Vienna, through hardships in 
France and beyond, Moriz Scheyer gives a vivid  
account of the experience of Nazi persecution.

• Extensive historical society and Jewish community outreach

• Will appeal to fans of The Last Painting of Sara de Vos by Dominic Smith

“With the publication of this mesmerizing book, [Scheyer’s] search 
 for asylum might just be over.”

—Ronald C. Rosbottom, author of When Paris Went Dark

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c1em) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-1522-5 $90.99

Change of Heart
by Nicole Jacquelyn
Reader to be announced

For fifteen years, Ani and Bram have agreed on exactly 
one thing: they can’t stand each other—until one 
night when their anger gives way to passion. But 
when Bram finally admits his true feelings, he may 
discover Ani has moved on without him.

• Unbreak My Heart introduced the characters featured in this book

• Jacquelyn has sold a combined 75,000 e-books in her Aces series

• Will appeal to fans of Appealed by Emma Chase

“Great writing, great pacing, and a really good mix of  
Kristen Ashley and Madeline Sheehan.” 
—Maryse’s Book Blog on Craving Constellations

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c1eq) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
 978-1-4789-4189-7 $100.99

The Protector
by Jodi Ellen Malpas
Reader to be announced

Accepting the job of bodyguard to Camille Logan 
isn’t the kind of distraction ex-SAS sniper Jake Sharp 
should take. But his duty to protect her soon goes 
deeper than a well-paid job.

• Print run: 50,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Ladies Man by Katy Evans and Mister O by Lauren Blakely

• Online advertising

“A steamy, sexy trilogy from the latest author in erotic fiction.”
—Marie Claire on This Man 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c1fh) 16.5 hours • 13 CDs
 978-1-4789-4185-9 $123.99

From Darkness to Dynasty
The First 40 Years of the New England Patriots
by Jerry Thornton, with Michael Holley
Reader to be announced

Love them or hate them, there is simply no denying 
that the New England Patriots are one of the most 
dominant franchises of all time. But it wasn’t always 
sunshine and roses.

• Jerry Thornton appears daily on The Dale & Holley Show on WEEI

• Author is a successful comic who has worked throughout New England

• Will appeal to fans of Tales from the New England Patriots Sideline by Mike Felger

“Enlightening…An X-and-O guy’s dream…The best thing I’ve read on 
football in recent years…Superb.”

—Sports Illustrated on Patriot Reign by Michael Holley

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
SPORTS & RECREATION / FOOTBALL • (bxp5) 10.67 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4659-5 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-4661-8 $29.95

Rookie Move
The Brooklyn Bruisers Series, Book 1
by Sarina Bowen
Reader to be announced

On the first day hockey player Leo is called up to the 
newly franchised Brooklyn Bruisers, he gets checked by 
the sexy, icy publicist—his former girlfriend Georgia.  
Can an old flame be rekindled? 

• USA Today bestselling author

• A spin-off of the much-loved Ivy series featuring some of the same characters

• Will appeal to fans of Jaci Burton’s Play-by-Play series and Rachel Gibson’s 
Chinooks Hockey Team series

“A fantastically gifted storyteller.”
—Lorelei James, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c0zd) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5583-2 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-5585-6 $29.95

Dead Joker
The Hanne Wilhelmsen Novels , Book 5
by Anne Holt
Translated by Anne Bruce
Read by Kate Reading

Detective Inspector Hanne Wilhelmsen must investi-
gate two possibly connected deaths: the beheading 
of a prosecutor’s wife and of a journalist at one of 
Oslo’s top newspapers.

• Holt’s novel 1222 was nominated for an Edgar Award for Best Novel

• Holt’s books have been translated into over thirty languages and have sold 
more than 7 million copies

“Anne Holt is the godmother of modern Norwegian crime fiction.”
—Jo Nesbø, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

AVAILABLE NOW
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c2eo) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7698-1 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-7700-1 $29.95
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Hoodlum
by K’wan
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

When his father is murdered, Shai finds himself at the 
head of his family’s underground criminal empire, and 
the streets of New York City are thrown into chaos.

• #1 Essence bestselling author

• K’wan’s urban fiction consistently earns enormous praise from publications 
and readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of Wahida Clark and Shannon Holmes

“K’wan’s fourth novel delivers another aggressive, bloody portrait of 
unrepentant urban outlaws.”

—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 9/1/16
FICTION / URBAN LIFE • (c0s5) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5409-5 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-5411-8 $29.95

Luxe 2
A LaLa Land Addiction
The Luxe Series, Book 2
by Ashley Antoinette
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Bleu is addicted to the luxe life. With a crack addiction 
that she can’t escape, she’s desperate for a savior.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Luxe received high praise from publications and readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of the Baddest Chick series by Nisa Santiago and The Day 
the Streets Stood Still by JaQuavis Coleman

“Caution…Will leave you breathless. It’s that intense.”
—Essence on Luxe

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN 
(bv8h) 11.73 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4030-2 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-4031-9 $29.95

Juniper
The Girl Who Was Born Too Soon
by Kelley French and Thomas French
Reader to be announced

When Juniper French was born four months early, at 
twenty-three weeks gestation, Kelley and Thomas 
French chose to fight for Juniper’s life—this is their 
incredible tale.

• Kelley French was a finalist for the 2013 Pulitzer for her story about Juniper

• Listeners will be drawn to the against-all-odds happy ending

• Will appeal to fans of The Light of the World by Elizabeth Alexander and Two 
Kisses for Maddy by Matthew Logelin

“An achingly lovely book, all the lovelier because it is true.”
—Rick Bragg, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c1f3) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-1518-8 $90.99 N 978-1-4789-1520-1 $59.99

Crossing the Thinnest Line
The Possibility, Power, and Payoff of  
Embracing Diversity
by Lauren Leader-Chivee, with Karl Weber
Reader to be announced

In Crossing the Thinnest Line, Leader-Chivee explains it is 
possible to bridge our divides and turn our differences 
into a source of ingenuity, innovation, and prosperity

• Interview with the author to be featured on NPR

• Extensive media promotion, including television, radio, print, and broadcast

• Will appeal to fans of We Should All Be Feminists by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 
and Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates

• Author website: www.AITogether.Org

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / CIVIL RIGHTS • (c1es) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-4198-9 $100.99

My (Underground) American Dream
My True Story as an Undocumented Immigrant Who 
Became a Wall Street Executive
by Julissa Arce
Read by the author

For an undocumented immigrant, what is the true 
cost of the American Dream? Julissa Arce shares her 
story in a riveting memoir.

• Print run: 50,000

• Julissa’s story will be turned into a television show for a major network

• Will appeal to fans of House of Stone by Anthony Shadid

“The reader will cheer and then be sad—and will learn much about the 
lives of young immigrants in America.”

—Donald E. Graham, former chairman of the Washington Post

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / CULTURAL HERITAGE • (c1f8) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-4202-3 $90.99 N 978-1-4789-4204-7 $59.99

Louis D. Brandeis
American Prophet
The Jewish Lives Series
by Jeffrey Rosen
Read by Traber Burns

Rosen’s passionate narrative explores what Brandeis, 
the Jeffersonian prophet, can teach us about free 
speech, the right to privacy, the Constitution, and 
corporate and federal power.

• Just published and already selling very well on Amazon, in the top 100 in 
history and biographies

“An excellent introduction to Brandeis’ ideas about  
government regulation and big business.”

—Washington Post

AVAILABLE NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LAWYERS & JUDGES 
(c2iq) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-8494-8 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-8496-2 $29.95
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Obama’s Legacy
What He Accomplished as President
by Michael I. Days
Reader to be announced

Despite criticism and open defiance from conserva-
tives, Congress, and media, President Obama perse-
vered and left an indelible mark on American politics 
and the world.

• Print run: 50,000

• Releasing in September 2016 during the run up to the election and for post-
election with the new inauguration

• Will appeal to fans of The Center Holds by Jonathan Alter, The Oath by Jeffrey 
Toobin, and The Price of Politics by Bob Woodward

• National media campaign, including television, print, and radio

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
POLITICAL SCIENCE / AMERICAN GOVERNMENT / EXECUTIVE BRANCH 
(c1f4) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs
 978-1-4789-4194-1 $55.99 N 978-1-4789-4196-5 $54.99

Original Gangstas
The Untold Story of Dr. Dre, Eazy-E, Ice Cube, Tupac 
Shakur, and the Birth of West Coast Rap
by Ben Westhoff
Reader to be announced

Featuring extensive reporting and interviews with the 
principal players, Original Gangstas is a groundbreak-
ing addition to the history of popular music.

• Print run: 50,000

• Tie-in to the twentieth anniversary of the murder of Tupac Shakur

• Will appeal to fans of The Emperor of Sound by Timbaland

“A great introduction to Southern hip-hop, and a fun book for those 
familiar with the genre and its artists.”

—Library Journal on Dirty South

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
MUSIC / GENRES & STYLES / RAP & HIP HOP • (c1f9) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-4206-1 $90.99 N 978-1-4789-4208-5 $59.99

The Black Notebook
by Patrick Modiano
Translated by Mark Polizzotti
Reader to be announced

In 1960s Paris, Jean met and fell for Dannie, a woman 
fleeing a troubled past. Half a century later, with his 
old black notebook as a guide, Jean retraces this 
fateful period in his life.

• Modiano won the 2014 Nobel Prize in Literature

• Modiano’s books consistently receive enormous praise from major publications

• Will appeal to fans of The Meursault Investigation by Kamel Daoud

“Modiano has never before written a text as poetic… 
Carefully wrought and superbly fluid.” 

—Le Monde (Paris)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bvjd) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3135-5 $30.00 L 978-1-5047-3136-2 $29.95

Searching the Scriptures
Find the Nourishment Your Soul Needs
by Charles R. Swindoll
Reader to be announced

Without sufficient and regular biblical nutrition, our in-
ner life will suffer the consequences. This book shows 
us how to find nourishing truths in the scriptures.

• A world-renowned Bible teacher, Swindoll is also a prolific author, with 
published titles going back to 1978

• Swindoll’s books have sold more than twenty million copies

• Will appeal to fans of Rick Warren’s Bible Study Methods by Rick Warren

“An essential purchase for most collections, since many… 
avidly follow his radio program and his writings.”

—Library Journal on Embraced by the Spirit

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
RELIGION / BIBLICAL STUDIES / EXEGESIS & HERMENEUTICS 
(c0yx) 8.33 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-5548-1 $76.00 

L 978-1-5047-5550-4 $29.95 N 978-1-5047-8419-1 $69.99

Shirley Jackson
A Rather Haunted Life
by Ruth Franklin
Reader to be announced

Still known to millions only as author of the “The 
Lottery,” Shirley Jackson was curiously absent from the 
American literary canon—until now.

• Based on dozens of interviews and a wealth of undiscovered correspondence

• Author’s previous work won acclaim from critics and was a finalist for the Sami 
Rorh Prize for Jewish Literature

• Will appeal to fans of Edgar A. Poe by Kenneth Silverman

“Franklin explicates her central ideas with a piercing,  
graceful lucidity…A beautiful book.”

—Washington Post on A Thousand Darknesses

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY • (bxeh) 21.87 hours • 17 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-3907-8 $123.00 L 978-1-5047-3908-5 $44.95

Luna: Wolf Moon
The Luna Series, Book 2
by Ian McDonald
Reader to be announced

Corta Helio, one of the five family-corporations that 
rule the moon, has fallen. It needs allies; and to find 
them the last appointed heir undertakes an auda-
cious, impossible journey—to Earth.

• Ian McDonald is a Locus Award–winning author

• Luna: New Moon has been optioned by CBS Television

• Will appeal to fans of Ben Bova and Larry Niven

“One of the strongest science fiction novels of the year.”
—Chicago Tribune on Luna: New Moon

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / SPACE OPERA • (br68) 13.87 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4044-9 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-4045-6 $29.95
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Buddha’s Diet
The Ancient Art of Losing Weight without Losing 
Your Mind
by Dan Zigmond and Tara Cottrell
Reader to be announced

Buddha’s Diet outlines a healthy, sustainable lifestyle that 
promises you will lose weight without losing your mind.

• A unique alternative to other weight-loss solutions

• Buddha’s Diet has received advanced praise from the authors’ peers

• Will appeal to readers of The End of Dieting by Dr. Joel Fuhrman and Mini 
Habits by Stephen Guise

“A science-based, spiritually inspired, time-tested guide  
to weight loss. I just loved reading this. Fascinating!”

—Kim Barnouin, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
HEALTH & FITNESS / WEIGHT LOSS • (bs4z) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8704-1 $49.00 L 978-1-5046-8705-8 $19.95

N 978-1-5047-8421-4 $59.99

How the Other Half Banks
Exclusion, Exploitation, and the Threat to Democracy
by Mehrsa Baradaran
Reader to be announced

America has two separate banking systems: one serv-
ing the well-to-do and another exploiting the rest. 
Baradaran has a historic solution to level the field.

• Access to credit is a hot-button issue for many Americans

• Covers a little-known slice of US history but one that some politicians have 
embraced as a viable solution

• Will appeal to fans of Saving Capitalism by Robert B. Reich

“Bankers who fully understand the system are heavily invested in it. 
Books like this are written for the rest of us.”

—New York Times Book Review

AVAILABLE 9/20/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / BANKS & BANKING • (bzb4) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4380-8 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-4382-2 $29.95

Enforce
The Eagle Elite Series
by Rachel Van Dyken
Reader to be announced

They’ll both kill to have Trace Rooks, but she only 
wants one of them. Welcome to hell, also known as 
the Mafia, where you must keep your friends close—
and your enemies even closer.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of contemporary romance authors such as Karina Halle, 
Courtney Cole, and Nicole Williams

• The Eagle Elite series has sold a quarter million copies to date across all formats

“Rachel Van Dyken is on my auto-buy list.”
—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 9/1/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / GENERAL • (c09s) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4588-8 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-4590-1 $29.95

The Girl of His Dreams
The Triple Trouble Series, Book 1
by Susan Mallery
Read by Tanya Eby

Kayla dreams of taking off for Paris, but first she’s got 
to find someone for her best friend, Patrick. Yet as she 
finds the perfect person she begins to hesitate with 
unrealized feelings for him.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Mallery has extensive support and involvement on social media with her fans

• Will appeal to fans of Nora Roberts, Robyn Carr, and Sherryl Woods

“Mallery has again created an engrossing tale of emotional growth and 
the healing power of friendship.”
—Library Journal, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 9/27/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c0nn) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4949-7 $59.99 L 978-1-5047-4950-3 $39.99

Snowfall on Haven Point
The Haven Point Series, Book 5
by RaeAnne Thayne
Read by Vanessa Johansson

Andrea’s friend asks her to keep an eye on her recover-
ing brother over the holidays. If only he and Andie can 
admit what they really want, their Christmas wishes 
might just come true.

• Print run: 350,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of charming, small-town romances such as Debbie 
Macomber, Susan Mallery, and Susan Wiggs

“Plenty of tenderness and Colorado sunshine flavor this pleasant escape.”
—Publishers Weekly on Woodrose Mountain

AVAILABLE 9/27/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c0ni) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4934-3 $59.99 L 978-1-5047-4935-0 $39.99

Chapel of Ease
The Tufa Novels, Book 4
by Alex Bledsoe
Reader to be announced

When Matt Johansson auditions for a musical, there is 
one question in the script that writer Ray Parrish won’t 
answer: What is buried in the ruins of the chapel of ease?

• The previous books in the Tufa series have received enormous praise from 
major publications and readers alike

• Advertising campaign, publicity campaign, and review attention

• Will appeal to fans of Sharon Lee and Charles de Lint

“Fascinating characters, a persuasive setting, and intriguing 
complications. Bledsoe’s on a roll.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Wisp of a Thing

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
FICTION / FANTASY / CONTEMPORARY • (bhwf) 9 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-6166-9 $76.00 L 978-1-5046-6167-6 $29.95
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The Science of Game of Thrones
From the Genetics of Royal Incest to the Chemistry 
of Death by Molten Gold—Sifting Fact from Fantasy 
in the Seven Kingdoms
by Helen Keen
Reader to be announced

Helen Keen investigates wildfire, ice walls, face trans-
plants, and every wild feature of Westeros and beyond.

• The Game of Thrones television show averages 18.4 million viewers; the books 
have sold more than 60 million copies

• Will publish after the end of Season 6, when Game of Thrones viewers will be 
aching for more

• Will appeal to fans of Inside HBO’s Game of Thrones by Bryan Cogman

• A great gift for fans of Game of Thrones and science lovers

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
HUMOR / FORM / TRIVIA • (c1fi) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-1526-3 $90.99 N 978-1-4789-1528-7 $47.99

101 Stumbles in the March of History
What If the Great Mistakes in War, Government, 
Industry, and Economics Were Not Made?
by Bill Fawcett
Reader to be announced

Bill Fawcett offers a compendium of 101 all-new 
mammoth mistakes that will, unfortunately, never be 
forgotten by history.

• 100 Mistakes That Changed History sold 31,000 copies in trade paperback

• Mike Resnick, Douglas Niles, and Harry Turtledove contributed to this volume

• Will appeal to fans of The Third Coast by Thomas Dyja

“This enjoyable book would be useful as a supplement to a  
history or civics curriculum.”

—School Library Journal on Oval Office Oddities

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16
HISTORY / WORLD • (c0pj) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5011-0 $109.00 L 978-1-5047-5013-4 $29.95

Body on the Bayou
The Cajun Country Mysteries , Book 2
by Ellen Byron
Reader to be announced

Just days before a wedding, a woman’s lifeless body 
is found behind Crozat Plantation. Now the Pelican 
PD and the Crozats have another murder mystery on 
their hands. 

• Print run: 30,000

• The first book in this series was nominated for the Agatha and the Lefty award

• Will appeal to fans of No Virgin Island by C. Michele Dorsey

“Byron’s debut brings energy and verve to the cozy.”
—Publishers Weekly on Plantation Shudders

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / AMATEUR SLEUTH 
(c28z) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7462-8 $69.00 L 978-1-5047-7464-2 $29.95

The Fall of the House of Cabal
The Johannes Cabal Novels, Book 5
by Jonathan L. Howard
Reader to be announced

Johannes Cabal, a necromancer, has come into pos-
session of a vital clue that may lead him to the cure for 
death, but he doesn’t realize he is walking into a trap 
of arcane complexity.

• Early reader review campaign and library marketing

• National online and print review

• Will appeal to fans of Algernon Blackwood, Joe R. Lansdale, and Neil Gaiman

“In the vein of the comic horror/fantasies of Tom Holt and Christopher 
Moore, but substantially weirder.”

—Booklist on The Brothers Cabal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16
FICTION / HORROR • (byp6) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4353-2 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-4355-6 $29.95

A Small Place
by Jamaica Kincaid
Read by Robin Miles

Lyrical, sardonic, and forthright by turns, in a Swiftian 
mode, A Small Place cannot help but amplify our 
vision of one small place and all that it signifies.

• Kincaid has received numerous awards and honors, including the Lannan 
Literary Award for Fiction in 1999 and the Prix Femina Étranger in 2000

• A Small Place has received enormous praise from major publications

“Ms. Kincaid writes with passion and conviction… 
[with] a poet”s understanding of how politics and history,  

private and public events, overlap and blur.”
—New York Times

AVAILABLE 9/20/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY • (by2c) 1.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4332-7 $20.00 L 978-1-5047-4334-1 $19.95

Never Too Real
by Carmen Rita
Read by Kyla Garcia

When trouble is thrown their way, Cat, Magda, 
Gabi, and Luz must face the truths that make them 
vulnerable and the failings that give them strength to 
discover who they really are.

• The former host of her own show on MSNBC, Carmen Rita has a fabulous 
platform and many media contacts

• Print and online advertising

• Will appeal to fans of The Never Never Sisters by L. Alison Heller and A 
Bollywood Affair by Sonali Dev

“This deliciously fun read is perfect for fans of Kimberla Lawson Roby or 
Jennifer Weiner.”—Booklist

AVAILABLE NOW
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c2it) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-8515-0 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-8517-4 $29.95
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The Sheriffs of Savage Wells
The Proper Romance Series
by Sarah M. Eden
Reader to be announced

In The Sheriffs of Savage Wells, Paisley 
Bell has tough competition to 
become the new sheriff over Cade 
O’Brien, and an even tougher time 
resisting their mutual flame for each 
other. 

“An engaging and heart-warming story.”
—Julianne Donaldson, bestselling author of Edenbrooke,  

on Hope Springs

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / WESTERN
(bxt5) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4203-0 $100.00
L 978-1-5047-4205-4 $29.95

Ristéard’s Unwilling Empress
The Lords of Kassis Series, Book 4
by S.E. Smith
Reader to be announced

The Kassis have a way to replicate the 
lost Blood Stones needed to save the 
planet Elpidios. But its ruler Roald’s 
previous dealings with a Kassisan left 
him with a deep distrust for the species.

“A story with action, adventure, and most  
of all heart. You won’t be disappointed!”

—H. D. Smith, author of Dark Hope

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / SCIENCE FICTION
(c2fi) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7913-5 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-7915-9 $29.95

Viper’s Defiant Mate
The Sarafin Warriors Series, Book 2
by S.E. Smith
Reader to be announced

A warrior from the Sarafin cat shifter 
species is sent on to kidnap the sister 
and grandmother of the king’s mate. 
But who will save him when both 
women discover his kidnapping plans?

“Books I read over and over and over.” 
—M. K. Eidem, USA Today bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL
(c2fk) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7927-2 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-7929-6 $29.95

Larry H. Miller: Behind the Drive
99 Inspiring Stories from the Life of an American 
Entrepreneur
Edited by Bryan Miller
Read by Elijah Alexander, Kirby Heyborne, Kirsten 
Potter, Mirron Willis, Norman Dietz, Tom Taylorson, 
and Traber Burns

Hear firsthand from multitudes of people whose lives 
were influenced, inspired, and even transformed by the 
compassion, generosity, and leadership of Larry H. Miller. 

“Larry was an important inspiration to me on this level: be who you are  
and learn how to feel more comfortable with it.”

—David Stern, former NBA Commissioner

• A great gift for business professionals 
and entrepreneurs

• Will appeal to fans of Barefoot to 
Billionaire by Jon Huntsman Sr. and 
Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson 

• Author website: www.BryanMiller.com

AVAILABLE 9/20/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / BUSINESS • (bux4) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-1740-3 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-1741-0 $29.95

Command Decision
The Project Gliese 581g Series, 
Book 1
by S.E. Smith
Read by David Brenin

When the fight between the Legion 
and the Gallant Order escalates to all-
out war, a new rebel leader emerges 
from the stars that will change the 
galaxy forever.

“Characters you will remember forever.”
—M. K. Eidem, USA Today bestselling author, on Twin Dragons

AVAILABLE NOW 

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ALIEN CONTACT
(c2ez) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7787-2 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-7789-6 $29.95

River’s Run
The Lords of Kassis Series, Book 1
by S.E. Smith
Read by Samantha Cook

River Knight attempts to rescue her 
friends from an alien shuttle. But their 
captor, Torak Ja Kel Coradon, has 
other plans for the blue-eyed warrior 
woman—he wants her for himself.

“Readers who enjoy science fiction spiced with  
plenty of hot romance will love these books.”

—Veronica Scott, award-winning author, praise for the series

AVAILABLE NOW 

FICTION / ROMANCE / SCIENCE FICTION
(c2fa) 8 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7857-2 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-7859-6 $29.95

Jo’s Journey
The Lords of Kassis Series, Book 3
by S.E. Smith
Read by Samantha Cook

When Jo Strauss is suddenly 
kidnapped while on vacation, she 
finds herself transported to another 
alien world—with only a handsome 
warrior to protect her from the 
unknown dangers.

“Readers who enjoy science fiction spiced with 
 plenty of hot romance will love these books.”
—Veronica Scott, award-winning author, praise for the series

AVAIALBLE 8/2/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / SCIENCE FICTION
(c2fb) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7864-0 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-7866-4 $29.95

Star’s Storm
The Lords of Kassis Series, Book 2
by S.E. Smith
Read by Samantha Cook

Star Strauss has never let her small 
stature keep her from achieving her 
dreams. But her life changes when she 
finds herself on a distant world where 
every creature towers over her.

“Readers who enjoy science fiction spiced with  
plenty of hot romance will love these books.”

—Veronica Scott, award-winning author, praise for the series

AVAILABLE NOW 

FICTION / ROMANCE / SCIENCE FICTION
(c2fd) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7878-7 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-7880-0 $29.95

Driverless
Intelligent Cars and the Road Ahead
by Hod Lipson and Melba Kurman
Read by George Newbern

Self-driving cars were once only in the realm of 
fantasy, but new artificial intelligence software 
changes all that. The authors offer insight into the 
risks and benefits of driverless cars and a lucid 
explanation of their technology in hopes that these 
cars could soon be our next “Apollo moment.’

“The book is an easy, interesting read that serves as both primer and,  
perhaps, prognostication.”

—ScienceNews Bookshelf on Fabricated: The New World of 3D Printing

• Even before its release, this book is 
selling on Amazon.com at #256 in 
automotive business books

• Authors’ book Fabricated: The New 
World of 3D Printing was voted one of 
the top 25 books of 2013 in China by 
Chinese readers

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/2/16
TRANSPORTATION / AUTOMOTIVE / GENERAL • (c2t0) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-9092-5 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-9094-9 $29.95 N 978-1-5047-9356-8 $79.99

A Black Sail
The Coleridge Taylor Mysteries, 
Book 3
by Rich Zahradnik
Read by Donald Corren

Convinced he’s stumbled on a drug 
war, newsman Coleridge Taylor rattles 
New York’s major cartels. But solving 
the mystery could put him in a watery 
grave.

“Hours of engrossing entertainment… 
A thoroughly satisfying read.”

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Drop Dead Punk

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/15/16 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HARD-BOILED
(c2t3) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-9113-7 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-9115-1 $29.95
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The Best of Les Brown 
Audio Collection
Inspiration from the World’s Leading 
Motivational Speaker
Speeches by Les Brown

This popular collection of audio 
recordings includes Les Brown’s 
most powerful speeches. You’ll have 
unlimited access to his timeless 
insights and discover how to live the 
life of your dreams.

“Brown delivers an energetic and inspiring pep-talk 
for overcoming more universal hard times.”

—Publishers Weekly on It’s Not Over Until You Win

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / GENERAL
(c2ud) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-9156-4 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-9158-8 $29.95

Neptune Crossing
The Chaos Chronicles, Book 1
by Jeffrey A. Carver
Afterword read by Jeffrey A. Carver
Reader to be announced

When John Bandicut sets out across the surface of 
Triton, he’s hardly ready for the storm of chaos. The 
alien Quarx that inhabits his mind is humanity’s first 
contact with alien life. If Bandicut trusts the Quarx, 
he must break all the rules to save the Earth.

“Carver masterfully captures the joy of exploration… 
[a] fine rendering of difficult scientific concepts.”

—Publishers Weekly

• Carver’s Eternity’s End was a finalist for 
the 2001 Nebula Award

• The Chaos Chronicles as well as the 
Star Rigger stories continue to be 
popular hard science fiction series

• Will appeal to fans of Michael Wallace, 
Ian McDonald, and Ann Leckie

AVAILABLE 9/6/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / SPACE OPERA • (c10j) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5737-9 $100.00 L 978-1-5047-5739-3 $29.95

Concrete Carnival
by Danner Darcleight
Reader to be announced

Concrete Carnival brings us inside a 
maximum-security prison, revealing 
the day-to-day struggles experienced 
by millions of Americans living inside 
the world’s largest prison complex. 
 

“A provocative work focused on empathy and 
redemption rather than the setting’s natural  

grime and melodrama.”
—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/30/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(bs8q) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-3673-2 $90.00
L 978-1-5047-3674-9 $29.95 N 978-1-5047-8424-5 $74.99

Do Elephants Have Knees?
And Other Darwinian Stories of 
Origins
by Charles R. Ault Jr.
Reader to be announced

Charles R. Ault Jr. uses the fanciful 
imagery of story to explain Darwinian 
thought. At the same time, he 
launches careful consideration of 
Darwin’s humanity and ideas.

“An important work for science education.”
—Roberta Johnson, National Earth Science Teachers Association

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/15/16 

SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / EVOLUTION
(bv4h) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4063-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-4406-5 $29.95

Origins
The Search for Our Prehistoric Past
by Frank H. T. Rhodes
Reader to be announced

Frank H. T. Rhodes explores the origin 
and evolution of living things, the 
changing environments in which they 
have developed, and the challenges 
we face on an increasingly crowded 
planet.

“There is much to learn from this book…Will leave 
the reader challenged and thoughtful.”

—Virginia Quarterly Review on The Creation of the Future

AVAILABLE 9/15/16 

SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / EVOLUTION
(bv4i) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4037-1 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-4038-8 $29.95

A Field Guide to Lies
Critical Thinking in the  
Information Age
by Daniel J. Levitin
Reader to be announced

New York Times bestselling author 
Daniel Levitin shows how to recognize 
misleading information, recognize lies, 
and become a more critical thinker to 
make better decisions. 

“[An] impressively wide-ranging and thoughtful 
work…rewards dipping in at any point, for there are 

fascinating facts and examples throughout.”
—Wall Street Journal on The Organized Mind

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

SOCIAL SCIENCE / STATISTICS
(c0cg) 11 hours • 9 CDs  978-1-5247-0252-6 $86.99

The Last Days of Night
A Novel
by Graham Moore
Read Jonathan McClain

Thomas Edison has won the race to the patent office 
and is now suing his only remaining rival, George 
Westinghouse. To defend himself, Westinghouse he 
hires an untested twenty-six year-old fresh out of 
Columbia Law School named Paul Cravath, whose 
task is beyond daunting.

“Mesmerizing, clever, and absolutely crackling, The Last Days of Night 
 is a triumph of imagination.”

—Gillian Flynn, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / HISTORICAL • (c0cu)11 hours • 10 CDs
 978-0-7352-8454-8 $86.99

His Final Battle
The Last Months of Franklin Roosevelt
by Joseph Lelyveld
Read by Dan Woren

An intimate and insightful account  
of Roosevelt’s final months of 
life, when, despite a dire medical 
prognosis, he was determined to be 
re-elected, and bring the war to a 
successful conclusion.

“A noteworthy book, vivid, nuanced and  
clear-eyed…Lelyveld brings to his subject a  

reporter’s healthy skepticism.”
—New York Times Book Review on Great Soul

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
PRESIDENTS & HEADS OF STATE (bmcb) 13 hours • 10 CDs 
 978-0-7352-8677-1 $95.99

How to Make a Spaceship
A Band of Renegades, an Epic Race, 
and the Birth of Private Space Flight
by Julian Guthrie
Foreword by Elon Musk
Read by Rob Shapiro

In the 1990s, the idea of a private 
space flight industry was the stuff 
of science fiction. Undaunted, Peter 
Diamandis proved the world wrong.

“Opens with a thrilling scene…[and] succeeds as a 
lively primer, history, and up-to-date soap opera.”

—San Francisco Chronicle on The Billionaire and the Mechanic

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
(c0d1) 12 hours • 10 CDs  978-0-7352-8821-8 $95.99

When in French
Love in a Second Language
by Lauren Collins
Read by Khristine Hvam

When in French is a moving, laugh-
out-loud funny memoir about falling 
in love, learning another language, 
and living far from home, as well as a 
freewheeling history of language. 

“[A] cleverly organized, well-written…memoir filled 
with pleasing passages in every chapter.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY
(c0ct) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs  978-0-7352-8817-1 $78.99

• New York Times bestselling author

• Graham Moore won the 2015 Academy 
Award for Best Adapted Screenplay for 
The Imitation Game

• Will appeal to fans of The Swans of Fifth 
avenue by Melanie Benjamin and Rules 
of Civility by Amor Towles
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The Civil War: A Narrative, Vol. 2
Fredericksburg to Meridian
by Shelby Foote
Read by Grover Gardner

Focusing on the pivotal year of 1863, the second 
volume in Shelby Foote’s masterful narrative 
history brings to life some of the most dramatic 
and important moments in the Civil War, including 
the Battle of Gettysburg and Grant’s Vicksburg 
Campaign.

“An unparalleled achievement.”
—Walker Percy, author of the National Book Award–winning Moviegoer

• This is a brand-new reading of the 
three-volume book, again with 
acclaimed narrator Grover Gardner, 
whom Foote praised for his reading

• Author Shelby Foote became known to 
millions through the highly acclaimed 
Ken Burns PBS documentary The Civil 
War

AVAILABLE 9/6/16
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / CIVIL WAR PERIOD • (bttl) 48 hours • 40 CDs • 3 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-1975-9 $160.00 L 978-1-5047-1976-6 $59.99

Spy Secrets That Can Save Your Life
A Former CIA Officer Reveals Safety and Security 
Techniques to Keep You and Your Family 
Protected
by Jason Hanson
Read by Jason Hanson

With the skill of a trained operative, Hanson brings 
his top-level training to everyday Americans in this 
must-have guide to staying safe in an increasingly 
dangerous world.

“With his inner secrets of the CIA, he can show you tips and  
tricks that could save you and your families’ lives!”

—Rachael Ray

• New York Times bestselling author

• A topic with appeal including 
homeowners, parents, business 
travelers, and survivalists

• Will appeal to fans of Tools for Survival 
by James Wesley Rawles and How to Be 
Invisible by J. J. Luna

AVAILABLE 9/20/16
REFERENCE / PERSONAL & PRACTICAL GUIDES • (c0ck) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs
 978-1-5247-0853-5 $46.99

The Fix
How Nations Survive and Thrive in a 
World in Decline
by Jonathan Tepperman
Reader to be announced

The Fix is a lively and unconventional 
guide to the global solutions hiding in 
plain sight, making a data-driven case 
for optimism in a time of crushing 
pessimism.

“Just when it looks like the world’s problems couldn’t 
get much worse, The Fix cuts through the gloom like a 

ray of sunshine.”
—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / ECONOMIC POLICY
(c0c1) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-0-7352-8644-3 $86.99

Chase the Lion
If Your Dream Doesn’t Scare You,  
It’s Too Small
by Mark Batterson
Reader to be announced

This study examines biblical and 
modern examples of people who 
were willing to take risks, seize 
opportunities, and look foolish while 
chasing God-given opportunities.

“Will motivate and encourage you in a way that is 
genuinely entertaining and solidly biblical.”

—Eric Metaxas, New York Times bestselling author, on If

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / PERSONAL GROWTH
(c0bo) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-0-7352-8476-0 $78.99

The Cyber Effect
A Pioneering Cyber-Psychologist 
Explains How Human Behavior 
Changes Online
by Mary Aiken
Reader to be announced

Aiken applies her expertise in cyber 
behavioral analysis to a range of 
subjects and explains how simply 
going online changes our behavior.

“A leading academic in a fast-developing field, she 
advises police forces around the world, including 

Scotland Yard.”
—Telegraph (London), praise for the author

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

PSYCHOLOGY / MOVEMENTS / BEHAVIORISM
(c0cl) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs  978-0-14-752298-6 $95.99

The Drifter
by Nicholas Petrie
Read by Stephen Mendel

After returning home from Iraq and 
Afghanistan, Peter Ash finds himself 
at the center of a terrorist plot far 
larger than he could have imagined ... 
and it may lead back to the world he 
thought he’d left for good.

“Petrie has written just about the perfect thriller… 
a well-crafted and gripping story.”

—John Lescroart, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(boku) 9 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5247-0856-6 $54.99

Based on a True Story
A Memoir
by Norm Macdonald
Read by Norm Macdonald

This hilarious, inspired imagining 
of Norm Macdonald’s life turns the 
conventional “comic’s memoir” 
on its head and leaves the listener 
delightfully off kilter. 
 

“Chevy Chase…has quipped that Macdonald  
was the ‘best Weekend Update anchor  

since—well—Chevy Chase.’”
—Live from New York by Tom Shales, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

HUMOR / GENERAL
(bxey) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5247-0318-9 $78.99

Thrice the Brinded Cat  
Hath Mew’d
The Flavia de Luce Series, Book 9
by Alan Bradley
Reader to be announced

Flavia de Luce returns in a new 
mystery novel from New York Times 
bestselling author Alan Bradley. 

“As addictive as dark chocolate.”
—Daily Mail (London), praise for the series

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL
(c0a3) 10 hours • 8 CDs   978-0-449-80765-1 $86.99

Dark Mirror
Edward Snowden and the American 
Surveillance State
by Barton Gellman
Reader to be announced

Dark Mirror is an inside account of the 
surveillance-industrial revolution and 
its discontents, fighting back against 
state and corporate intrusions into our 
most private spheres.

“Gellman…clinched a third [Pulitzer Prize] in 
 2014 for the Edward Snowden–inspired  

coverage of the US NSA.”
—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

POLITICAL SCIENCE / PRIVACY & SURVEILLANCE
(bke1) 13 hours • 11 CDs   978-0-7352-8532-3 $95.99

Designing Your Life
How to Think like a Designer and 
Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Life
by Bill Burnett and Dave Evans
Read by Bill Burnett and Dave Evans

In this book, Bill Burnett and Dave 
Evans show us how design thinking 
can help us create a life that is both 
meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of 
who or where we are.

“Their thinking has contributed to the creation 
 of the Apple Mouse, the laptop computer,  

and…now…your life.”
—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / SUCCESS
(c0ab) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-101-92308-5 $86.99
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Shopaholic to the Rescue
A Novel
The Shopaholic Series, Book 8
by Sophie Kinsella
Read by Clare Corbett

Becky’s father Graham and her best friend’s 
husband, Tarquin, have disappeared, saying simply 
they have “something to take care of.” But Tarquin’s 
wife and Becky’s mother are convinced the two men 
are hiding something and are in danger.

“Readers can’t help but be delighted. Kinsella never once loses Becky’s voice and heart, 
which is one of the joys of the Shopaholic series.”

—Publishers Weekly

• New York Times bestselling author

• Becky Bloomwood becomes a funny 
stand-in for every woman when faced 
with the opulence of Las Vegas

• Will appeal to fans of Katie Oliver’s 
Dating Mr. Darcy series and Madeleine 
Wickham

AVAILABLE 9/6/16
FICTION / HUMOROUS • (c0cj) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5247-0855-9 $54.99

The Hidden Life of Trees
What They Feel, How They 
Communicate—Discoveries from a 
Secret World
by Peter Wohlleben
Reader to be announced

An intimate look at the inner life of 
trees and how they live together as 
families, communicate with each other, 
and support those who are struggling.

“Wohlleben has delighted readers…with the news…
that trees in the forest are social beings.”

—New York Times

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 

NATURE / PLANTS / TREES
(c0cr) 7 hours • 6 CDs  978-1-5247-0859-7 $78.99

Emotional Agility
Get Unstuck, Embrace Change, and 
Thrive in Work and Life
by Susan David
Read by Susan David

Written with wit and empathy, 
Emotional Agility is a groundbreaking 
guide that proves we don’t need to  
be perfect to reach our full potential. 

“This book is a revelation for anyone looking to make 
lasting change in their life.”

—Gretchen Rubin, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
(bfsh) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs  978-0-451-48660-8 $78.99

Eleanor and Hick
The Love Affair That Shaped a First Lady
by Susan Quinn
Reader to be announced

Deeply researched and told with 
charm, Eleanor and Hick is at once a 
tender, moving portrait of love and a 
surprising new look at some of the most 
consequential years in American history.

“A powerfully moving and vital story that could not 
have been told in its day, and alters radically what we 

thought we knew about America’s most influential 
and best-loved first lady.”

—Megan Marshall, Pulitzer Prize–winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16 

HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY
(c0cx) 13 hours • 11 CDs  978-0-7352-8938-3 $95.99

Making Sense of God
An Invitation to the Skeptical
by Timothy Keller
Read by Sean Pratt

Written for both the ardent believer 
and the skeptic, Keller shines a light on 
the profound value and importance 
of Christianity in our lives.

“Observing Dr. Keller’s professorial pose on stage,  
it is easy to understand his appeal.”

—New York Times, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / GENERAL
(c0cv) 10 hours • 9 CDs  978-0-7352-8872-0 $86.99

The Red Bandanna
Welles Crowther, 9/11, and the Path 
to Purpose
by Tom Rinaldi
Read by Tom Rinaldi

Tom Rinaldi’s The Red Bandanna is 
about a fearless choice, about the 
crucible of terror, and the indomitable 
spirit to answer it, celebrating the 
difference one life can make.

“A memorable and compelling account of the classic 
American hero…An inspiring modern-day narrative.”

—Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / GENERAL
(c0cn) 7 hours • 6 CDs  978-0-7352-8942-0 $78.99

Truck Full of Money
by Tracy Kidder
Read by Paul Michael

With a riveting, page-turning 
narrative, Kidder casts a fresh and 
critical eye on how new technologies, 
start-ups, and money are reshaping 
our culture.

“Inspiring, disturbing, daring, and completely 
absorbing.”

—New York Times Book Review on Mountains beyond Mountains

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / BUSINESS
(c0co) 10 hours • 9 CDs   978-0-7352-1034-9 $86.99

An Unfortunate Woman
A Journey
by Richard Brautigan
Reader to be announced

Dark, funny, and exquisitely haunting, 
Brautigan’s final book-length fiction 
explores the fragile, mysterious 
shadowland surrounding death.

“An Unfortunate Woman is not only vintage Brautigan 
but is among his best, filled with breathtaking 

insights about our life now.”
—Jim Harrison, New York Times bestselling author 

AVAILABLE 8/30/16 

FICTION / LITERARY
(c1bm) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-5997-7 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-5999-1 $19.95

Killoe
A Novel
by Louis L’Amour
Reader to be announced

Dan Killoe had a herd of cattle and 
a mass of settlers to get across 
unknown territory to a new land. But 
giving shelter to a stranger brought 
him a bunch of trouble.

“L’Amour falls into the grand tradition of Jack London 
and Robert Louis Stevenson.”

—Wall Street Journal, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

FICTION / WESTERNS
(broz) 4 hours • 4 CDs  978-0-7352-8600-9 $70.99

The Ragman’s Memory
The Joe Gunther Mysteries, Book 7
by Archer Mayor
Read by Tom Taylorson

Joe Gunther comes across an unexplained death, 
a grisly murder, and a sudden disappearance, all 
of which seem to be entangled in a puzzling web 
of municipal corruption, blackmail, and industrial 
espionage. A World War II veteran may hold the key 
to it all—but only if Joe can get him to talk.

“By practicing his craft with dazzling skill and by digging for the  
deeper moral issues behind every grassroots crime, [Archer Mayor] has  

made an honorable art form of the regional mystery.”
—New York Times Book Review

• New York Times bestselling author

• Mayor’s books consistently receive 
high praise from publications and 
readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of Dennis Lehane’s 
Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro 
novels

AVAILABLE 9/1/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (brab) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-1350-4 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-1351-1 $29.95
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Journey to Love
by Barbara Cartland
Reader to be announced

Shana, beautiful daughter of Lord 
Hallam, meets the handsome Marquis 
of Kilbrooke. When she overhears 
a plot to rob the marquis, she gets 
involved in an exciting adventure.

“Little gems of traditional Regency romance, 
traditional values, and traditional young ladies.”

—RT Book Reviews, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL
(c1zb) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6915-0 $49.00
L 978-1-5047-6917-4 $19.95

Seeking Love
by Barbara Cartland
Reader to be announced

When Marina Fullerton’s father sends 
her to Paris to stay with family friends, 
Marina is captivated by her French 
host’s good-looking son—but is he 
really what he seems?

“The true queen of romance.”
—Vogue, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL
(c1zc) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6922-8 $49.00
L 978-1-5047-6924-2 $19.95

A Lady of Integrity
A Steampunk Adventure Novel
The Magnificent Devices Series, Book 7
by Shelley Adina
Reader to be announced

When Lady Claire returns to London, she is surprised 
by a desperate fugitive, Alice Chalmers, who seeks 
her help. With a pair of secret agents who prefer 
women not be involved, the situation calls for the 
inner resources of a lady of integrity.

“I thoroughly enjoyed these books…I want to keep traveling  
with the Lady and her compatriots!”

—John Otte, author of The Hive, praise for the series

• An Amazon.com bestselling series

• Shelley Adina is a RITA Award–winning 
author

• Will appeal to fans of Steam & Sorcery 
by Cindy Spencer Pape and Steam and 
Sensibility by Kirsten Weiss

• Steampunk is currently very popular

AVAILABLE 9/6/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / STEAMPUNK • (c12d) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5798-0 $69.00 L 978-1-5047-5800-0 $29.95

Connection Error
The #gaymers Series, Book 3
by Annabeth Albert
Read by Sean Crisden

Connection Error is the third 
installment in Annabeth Albert’s 
popular #gaymers universe, when 
Josiah finally meets his match. 

“This sweet romance offers a tasteful blend of the 
emotional, evocative, and erotic.”

—Publishers Weekly on Status Update

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/5/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / GAY
(c0n2) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4886-5 $59.99
L 978-1-5047-4887-2 $39.99

Getting Him Back
The Ethan & Wyatt Series, Book 1
by K. A. Mitchell
Reader to be announced

Ethan followed his high school 
sweetheart to college, only to get 
dumped. But he is determined to 
explore this new life, including Wyatt, 
mysterious, grouchy, hot—and 
possibly not gay.

“A fun story…Wyatt and Ethan have a good  
start to a solid relationship, and the passion  

between them is pretty hot.”
—Gay Book Reviews (4½ stars)

AVAILABLE 9/19/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / GAY
(c0n9) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4907-7 $59.99
L 978-1-5047-4908-4 $39.99

Her Halloween Treat &  
His to Protect
by Tiffany Reisz and Karen Rock
Read by Abby Craden and Tatiana 
Sokolov

In Her Halloween Treat Joey heads 
home to her family’s cabin to discover 
the hot handyman—a Halloween 
treat. In His to Protect a sexy blonde on 
a secluded beach helps Mark forget 
… if only for a night.

“A uniquely told and touching love story.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Raising the Stakes by Karen Rock

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(c0nc) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4916-9 $59.99
L 978-1-5047-4917-6 $39.99

Say It Right
The All Saints Series, Book 2
by A. M. Arthur
Read by Tyler Stevens

Set in the same Wilmington universe as Belonging 
and Restoration, a new set of friends come to terms 
with the lives they’re leading and how far they’ll go 
to find love.

“Realistic characters with painful but relatable problems make the story engrossing.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Color of Grace

• Author has published sixteen novels in 
various series, as well as three stand-
alone novels

• Will appeal to fans of Betting on Forever 
by Felice Stevens, Return to Black Creek 
by Riley Hart, and Winter Wonderland 
by Heidi Cullinan

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/12/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / GAY • (c0nh) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4931-2 $59.99 L 978-1-5047-4932-9 $39.99

Blame It on the Cowboy
Cowboy Underneath It All
The McCord Brothers Series, Book 3
by Delores Fossen
Read by Kaleo Griffith

Reese Stephens doesn’t regret her 
one-night stand with rancher Logan 
McCord. She does regret giving him an 
heirloom watch. Tracking Logan down 
is easy. Walking away is another matter.

“Clear off space on your keeper shelf,  
Fossen has arrived.”

—Lori Wilde, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / WESTERN
(c0my) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4874-2 $59.99
L 978-1-5047-4875-9 $39.99

Priceless
She’s Worth Fighting For
by Joel Smallbone and Luke 
Smallbone
Reader to be announced

The Priceless Movement has 
been part of the band For King 
& Country from the beginning, 
reminding women of their worth 
and encouraging men to respect and 

honor them. This novelization of the major motion picture Priceless 
tells the story of James Stevenson, a man thrown into the dark world 
of human trafficking. Can the love, strength, and faith of a woman 
change the course of his future? Will he risk his life to rescue her and 
show how much she’s worth fighting for?

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / CHRISTIAN / GENERAL
(c1fx) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6145-1 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-6146-8 $29.95

Frontier Grit
The Unlikely True Stories of Daring 
Pioneer Women
by Marianne Monson
Reader to be announced

These are the stories of women who 
came from all points of the globe 
to settle the West. They endured 
unimaginable adversity just to get to 
their destinations. These are gripping 

miniature dramas of good-hearted women, selfless providers, 
courageous immigrants and migrants, and women with skills too 
numerable to list. Many were crusaders for social justice and women’s 
rights. All endured hardships, overcame obstacles, and changed the 
world—inspiring examples for the modern woman.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 19TH CENTURY
(bxt4) 6 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4196-5 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-4198-9 $29.95
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The Prague Orgy
The Nathan Zuckerman Series, Book 4
by Philip Roth
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner

In quest of an unpublished manuscript, Nathan 
Zuckerman travels to Prague in the mid-1970s. There 
he discovers, among the oppressed writers with 
whom he quickly becomes embroiled in a series of 
bizarre and poignant adventures, an appealingly 
perverse kind of heroism.

“One of Roth’s most brilliant (and funniest) works…A lithe comic masterpiece.”
—Newsweek

• Philip Roth has won the Pulitzer Prize; 
the National Medal of Arts, the highest 
award of the American Academy of 
Arts and Letters; the Gold Medal in 
Fiction; and many others

• Roth is widely regarded as one of the 
greatest novelists in American history

AVAILABLE 9/6/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (bsdd) 2.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-9941-9 $28.00 L 978-1-5046-9942-6 $19.95

Kingdom Marriage
Connecting God’s Purpose with 
Your Pleasure
by Tony Evans
Reader to be announced

Kingdom Marriage shows couples that 
the key to influencing our society and 
world with lasting impact is found 
in solidifying biblical marriage in the 
way God intended.

“Full of wisdom and practical guidance!”
—Cynthia Tobias, author of The Way They Learn,  

on Raising Kingdom Kids

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / LOVE & MARRIAGE
(c1fu) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6137-6 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-6138-3 $29.95

Blood Games
A True Account of Family Murder
by Jerry Bledsoe
Read by Kevin Stillwell

In this shattering true story of 
degraded young minds, Jerry Bledsoe 
masterfully takes us on a riveting 
journey into the secret, twisted hearts 
of three young murderers.

“A masterpiece…Powerfully demonstrates that every 
heart is capable of darkness.”

—Patricia Cornwell, #1 New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

TRUE CRIME / MURDER / GENERAL
(c20a) 18 hours • 14 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs  978-1-5047-7136-8 $123.00
L 978-1-5047-7138-2 $44.95

Body Count
by Burl Barer
Read by Paul McClain

By day, Robert Lee Yates Jr. was a 
respected father. By night he gained 
the trust of prostitutes before 
murdering them in cold blood. Body 
Count is a shocking portrait of one 
man’s depravity.

“Brilliant investigative journalism…A nonstop chilling 
thrill ride into the mind of an evil and savage killer.”

—Dan Zupansky, author of Trophy Kill

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

TRUE CRIME / MURDER / SERIAL KILLERS
(c202) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7096-5 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-7098-9 $29.95

Ecology of a Cracker  
Childhood
by Janisse Ray
Reader to be announced

Besides being a plea to protect and 
restore the southern forests, this 
memoir about growing up in a rural 
southern junkyard looks hard at 
family, mental illness, poverty, and 
fundamentalist religion.

“Suffused with the same history-haunted sense 
of loss that imprints so much of the South and its 

literature…Heartfelt and refreshing.”
—New York Times Book Review

AVAILABLE 9/25/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENVIRONMENTALISTS 
& NATURALISTS • (c209) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD 
 978-1-5047-7131-3 $20.00 L 978-1-5047-7133-7 $19.95

Wyvern’s Mate
The Dragons of Incendium Series, 
Book 1
by Deborah Cooke
Read by Saskia Maarleveld

Will a royal son of Regalia claim the 
heart of an Incedium dragon shifter 
princess, feeding her fiery appetite for 
passion and fulfilling the prophecy? 

“Quick action and…hot sex.”
—Publishers Weekly, praise for the Dragonfire series

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL
(c1be) 4 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6203-8 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-6204-5 $19.95

Everything Is Possible
Finding the Faith and Courage to 
Follow Your Dreams
by Jen Bricker, with Sheryl Berk
Read by Jen Bricker

Born without legs, Jen Bricker faced 
one simple rule: never say “can’t.” 
Soon there was nothing this small 
but mighty powerhouse couldn’t 
conquer. This is her incredible story.

“In time she was competing. Soon after that  
she was dominating.”

—HBO Real Sports, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SPORTS
(c1fy) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6147-5 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-6148-2 $29.95

Ask the Question
Why We Must Demand Religious 
Clarity from Our Presidential 
Candidates
by Stephen Mansfield
Foreword by David Aikman
Read by Bob Souer

A balanced and essential guidebook to 
actively and intelligently participating 
in America’s political system

“In Ask the Question, my friend Stephen Mansfield has 
the courage to hit this issue head-on and call for a 

higher level of discussion around faith and politics.”
—Dave Ramsey, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

RELIGION / RELIGION, POLITICS & STATE
(bvr4) 6 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-3201-7 $69.00
L 978-1-5047-3202-4 $29.95

How We Love
Discover Your Love Style, Enhance Your Marriage
by Milan Yerkovich and Kay Yerkovich
Read by Adam Verner and Sarah Zimmerman

In How We Love, relationship experts Milan and Kay 
Yerkovich draw on the powerful tool of attachment 
theory to show how your early life experiences 
created an “intimacy imprint.” Discover the truths 
that have transformed countless relationships so 
you can have a richer, more passionate relationship.

“The authors have translated the complexity of how we love  
into a highly readable and clearly written book.”

—Harville Hendrix, PhD, author of Getting the Love You Want

• The Yerkovich’s ministry, 
Relationship180° has helped 
thousands of couples to find more 
fulfillment and satisfaction in their 
relationships

• Will appeal to fans of The 5 Love 
Languages by Gary Chapman and 
Attached by Amir Levine

AVAILABLE 9/1/16
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / LOVE & MARRIAGE • (buyt) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 10 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-3195-9 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-3196-6 $29.95

Personal Development 
Classics
Five All-Time Bestselling Success 
Audiobooks
by various authors
Reader to be announced

Far from being “lost classics,’ this 
collection of audiobooks offers timeless 
jewels from some of the greatest names 
in personal development.

“This is the best single book on personal  
success ever written; it made me a millionaire—

starting from nothing.”
—Brian Tracy, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / SELF-ESTEEM
(c2uc) 23.5 hours • 19 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs  978-1-5047-9149-6 $123.00
L 978-1-5047-9151-9 $44.95
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The Decline and Fall of IBM
End of an American icon?
by Robert X. Cringely
Read by Robert X. Cringely

The Decline and Fall of IBM outlines 
IBM’s fall from grace, where the 
company is heading, and what can be 
done to save it before it’s too late.

“Rich in relevant, entertaining digressions.”
—Publishers Weekly on Accidental Empires

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CORPORATE & BUSINESS HISTORY
(c20j) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7181-8 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-7183-2 $19.95

The Willie Jolley Collection
Get Inspired!!!
Made for Success
by Willie Jolley
Produced by Made for Success
Featuring Willie Jolley

This collection of Willie Jolley’s three 
most powerful audio programs is 
designed to enhance your personal 
and professional success.

“Willie Jolley is committed to developing wealth 
in people around the world, and this book is a true 

example of that commitment!”
—Kelvin Boston, host of Moneywise, on Turn Setbacks into Greenbacks

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
(c1zw) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7062-0 $76.00
L 978-1-5047-7064-4 $29.95

Two Gentlemen of Lebowski
A Most Excellent Comedie and 
Tragical Romance
by Adam Bertocci
Read by Bernard Setaro Clark

What if Shakespeare had written 
The Big Lebowski? Join “The Knave” 
and Sir Walter in this sidesplitting 
Shakespearean comedy of errors and 
ninepins.

“Classic lines and scenes now  
become even more epic.”

—USA Today

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

HUMOR / FORM / PARODIES
(c1zz) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7081-1 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-7083-5 $29.95

Liberty
The Citizens of Logan Pond Series, 
Book 2
by Rebecca Belliston
Read by Rebecca Roberts

Tensions are high, lines are drawn, and 
Carrie feels a wedge growing between 
her and Greg. Greg knows he should 
distance himself from Carrie, but 
knowing and doing are different matters.

“Gripped me in a way that had me feeling very on 
edge…What an amazing and incredible story!”

—Katie’s Clean Book Collection

AVAILBLE 9/13/16 

FICTION / DYSTOPIAN
(c1bc) 15 hours • 15 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6610-4 $118.00
L 978-1-5047-6612-8 $29.95

The Strange Birth, Short 
Life, and Sudden Death of 
Justice Girl
A Novel
by Julian David Stone
Reader to be announced

Television writer Jonny Dirby alters a 
script just before it is broadcast live—
and accidentally creates a show that is 
about to sweep the nation.

“A solidly entertaining read from beginning to end…
Very highly recommended.”

—Midwest Book Review

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(c1sy) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-6801-6 $109.00
L 978-1-5047-6803-0 $29.95

Nixon’s Gamble
How a President’s Own Secret 
Government Destroyed His 
Administration
by Ray Locker
Read by Kevin Stillwell

USA Today reporter Ray Locker upends 
much of the conventional wisdom 
about the Nixon administration and 
its impact.

“Reads like a taut Washington political thriller…
Thoroughly researched…Dramatically engaging.”

—Tampa Bay Times

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

POLITICAL SCIENCE / AMERICAN GOVERNMENT /  
EXECUTIVE BRANCH • (c20i) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD 
 978-1-5047-7176-4 $20.00 L 978-1-5047-7178-8 $19.95

Project Manager  
Technology Suite
Training to Connect People and 
Processes with Software
by Dawn Jones and Sherry Prindle
Read by Dawn Jones and Sherry 
Prindle

Most project managers agree it’s 
a juggling act to balance people 
and processes. Nearly every project 

requires a balance of both practical and conceptual skills. Now 
you can fill in the gaps to gain a perfect balance of the two. Project 
Manager Technology Suite connects people and projects through the 
miracle of technology and covers concepts for transforming your level 
of expertise.

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / PROJECT MANAGEMENT
(c1zo) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7006-4 $20.00
L 978-1-5047-7008-8 $19.95

Pickett’s Charge
A Novel
by Charles McNair
Read by Jeremy Arthur

Threadgill Pickett, veteran of the 
Civil War, breaks out of an Alabama 
old folks home and starts a quest 
northward to kill the last living Union 
soldier and avenge his twin brother.

“If Faulkner had tried his hand at science fiction,  
the result might have sounded much like this 

energetic first novel.”
—Publishers Weekly on Land o’ Goshen

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(c204) 11.67 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7106-1 $105.00
L 978-1-5047-7108-5 $29.95

Looking for Calvin and 
Hobbes
The Unconventional Story of Bill 
Watterson and His Revolutionary 
Comic Strip
by Nevin Martell
Read by Jeremy Arthur

Nevin Martell sets out to understand 
the life and career of the man behind 
Calvin and Hobbes.

“This is essential reading for die-hard  
Calvin and Hobbes fans.”

—San Francisco Book Review

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

SOCIAL SCIENCE / POPULAR CULTURE
(c20g) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7166-5 $20.00
L 978-1-5047-7168-9 $19.95

Yoga for Beginners
Guided yoga by Sue Fuller

These audio yoga classes for 
beginners will strengthen the body, 
increase flexibility, reduce stress, and 
allow you to enjoy the many benefits 
of yoga at a time and place that is 
most suitable for you.

 “Sue Fuller [is] a leading teacher with almost twenty 
years” teaching experience.” 

—Yoga

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

HEALTH & FITNESS / YOGA
(c2no) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-8931-8 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-8933-2 $19.95

Yoga for Improvers
Guided yoga by Sue Fuller

Devised specifically to move 
beginners to the next level, Yoga for 
Improvers consists of three easy-to-
follow audio yoga classes that will 
improve strength, balance, alignment, 
and flexibility.

“Sue Fuller [is] a leading teacher with almost twenty 
years” teaching experience.”

—Yoga Magazine

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

HEALTH & FITNESS / YOGA
(c2nq) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-8949-3 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-8951-6 $19.95

Learn to Meditate
Guided meditation by Rae Roberts

The Mindfulness of Breathing includes 
two easy-to-follow classes that 
have been created to introduce and 
progress this effective meditation 
technique to those with little or 
no experience. The Metta Bhavava 
shows listeners that with regular 
practice, loving kindness (Metta) can 

be developed and grown (Bhavana) into a very strong emotion. The 
easy-to-follow sessions in Overcoming the Obstacles can be used again 
and again to help you overcome the common obstacles experienced 
during mindfulness meditation.

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / MEDITATION
(c2ns) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-8967-7 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-8969-1 $19.95
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Choosing Henley
The Rock Falls Series, Book 2
by Anne Jolin
Reader to be announced

Lennon Montgomery has never 
allowed men into her heart. Until him. 
Jamison Henley never chases women, 
and he’s never had to. But one night 
together changes everything.

“Hot. Love a book with a 
hot alpha, and this one was just what the doctor 

ordered.”
—Aurora Rose Reynolds, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 9/20/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(c297) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-7683-7 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-7685-1 $29.95

Computing
A Concise History
The MIT Press Essential Knowledge 
Series
by Paul E. Ceruzzi
Read by Timothy Andrés Pabon

Paul Ceruzzi traces the evolution 
of computers from a room-sized 
ensemble of machinery to a pocket-
sized smart phone.

“A super overview of the history of this utterly 
transformational technology.”

—Enlightened Economist

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

COMPUTERS / HISTORY
(btjx) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4690-0396-2 $49.99
L 978-1-4690-0397-9 $29.99

Elbow Room
The Varieties of Free Will Worth 
Wanting
by Daniel C. Dennett
Read by Don Hagen

In Elbow Room, Daniel Dennett 
argues that the varieties of free will 
worth wanting are not threatened by 
advances in science but distinguished, 
explained, and justified in detail.

“A spirited and engaging defense of a compatibilist 
view of free will that has had a significant influence 

on debates about the topic.”
—Robert Kane, University of Texas at Austin

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

PHILOSOPHY / FREE WILL & DETERMINISM
(buwy) 10 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-4690-0405-1 $100.99
L 978-1-4690-0406-8 $44.99

Classic Radio Spotlights: 
Frank Sinatra
The Classic Radio Collection
A Hollywood 360 collection
Featuring Frank Sinatra and a  
full cast

This collection of shows from the 
golden age of radio showcases Frank 
Sinatra in comedy, suspense, and 
musical programs from 1943 to 1954.

“The greatest singer of the twentieth century.”
—Robert Christgau, music critic, praise for Frank Sinatra

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

PERFORMING ARTS / RADIO / GENERAL
(btlo) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0671-1 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-0673-5 $29.95

Dangerous Assignment, Vol. 1
The Classic Radio Collection
A Hollywood 360 collection
Featuring Brian Donlevy and  
a full cast

Here are twelve episodes of the 
radio show with American special 
agent Steve Mitchell sent as a 
troubleshooter to exotic locations 
worldwide.

“Any consideration of the American ‘film noir’ of  
the 1940s would be incomplete without him.”

—Times (London), praise for actor Brian Donlevy

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

PERFORMING ARTS / RADIO / GENERAL
(btlp) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0679-7 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-0681-0 $29.95

Frontier Gentleman, Vol. 1
The Classic Radio Collection
A Hollywood 360 collection
Starring John Dehner and a full cast

This 1958 radio show follows the 
adventures of British journalist J. B. 
Kendall as he roamed the American 
West in search of stories for his 
newspaper.

“Action-filled incidents in which Kendall’s soft speech 
and adept handling of hatchet, knife, or gun figure in 

some frontier trouble.”
—Lubbock (TX) Avalanche-Journal

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

PERFORMING ARTS / RADIO / GENERAL
(btlq) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0687-2 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-0689-6 $29.95

The Hall of Fantasy, Vol. 1
The Classic Radio Collection
A Hollywood 360 collection
Performed by a full cast

Written and/or adapted by radio 
announcers in Salt Lake City and 
Chicago, these stories were mostly 
murder mysteries with traditional 
endings. Revived in 1949, the series 
featured stories with shocking 

endings involving struggles against the supernatural in which man 
was usually the loser. Then in 1952 The Hall of Fantasy went nationwide 
over the Mutual network, with announcer Richard Thorne writing 
original horror stories and also adapting classics of literature.

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

PERFORMING ARTS / RADIO / GENERAL
(btlr) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0695-7 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-0697-1 $29.95

The Lineup, Vol. 1
The Classic Radio Collection
A Hollywood 360 collection
Featuring Bill Johnstone and  
a full cast

The Lineup was a hard-boiled drama 
that, like Dragnet, realistically showed 
police doing their jobs. The show 
centered around the lineup, always 
beginning with a police sergeant 

ordering suspects to stand at attention so that the victim, behind one-
way glass, could try to identify the criminal. While the lineup was rarely 
the key to solving the case, it gave the show a rhythm and allowed for 
humor in the interrogation of the suspects.

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(btls) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-0703-9 $55.00
L 978-1-5047-0705-3 $29.95

The Pursuit of God
The Human Thirst for the Divine
by A. W. Tozer
Read by Grover Gardner

Tozer brings the mystics to bear on 
modern spirituality. With prophetic 
vigor and flowing prose, he urges us 
to replace low thoughts of God with 
lofty ones, to quiet our lives so we can 
know God’s presence.

“Highly interesting and helpful in my  
understanding of how to have a personal  

relationship with a living God.”
—Heartspoken

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY / GENERAL
(aif8) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-3193-5 $30.00
L 978-1-5047-3194-2 $19.95

A Body in the Bathhouse
The Marcus Didius Falco Mysteries, 
Book 13
by Lindsey Davis
Reader to be announced

The fervor of home improvement 
is sweeping the Roman Empire and 
Marcus Didius Falco’s own household, 
specifically the bathhouse—where a 
body turns up.

“Falco’s tongue is as sharp as ever…and Davis 
delivers her usual entertaining family dynamics and 

historically accurate details.”
—Booklist

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL
(bm88) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-3840-8 $105.00
L 978-1-5047-3841-5 $29.95

Vanity Fair: August– 
September 2016 Issue
by Vanity Fair
Read by various narrators

Vanity Fair is a cultural filter, 
sparking the global conversation 
about the people and ideas that 
matter most. With a dedication to 
journalistic excellence and powerful 
storytelling, Vanity Fair is the first 

choice—often the only choice—for the world’s most influential and 
important audience. From print to social media, the big screen to the 
smartphone and now on audio, Vanity Fair is the arbiter of our era.

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

LITERARY COLLECTIONS / GENERAL
(bs9a) 17 hours • 14 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4058-6 $123.00
L 978-1-5047-4059-3 $44.95

The Battle Plan for Prayer
From Basic Training to Targeted 
Strategy
by Stephen Kendrick and Alex 
Kendrick
Read by David Cochran Heath

In The Battle Plan for Prayer, listeners 
will be guided by scripture through 
the fundamentals of how effective 
prayer works; inspired towards a 

closer, more intimate relationship with God; and shown how to 
develop specific prayer strategies for each area of life. Prayer can 
accomplish what a willing God can accomplish. It should be your first 
plan of attack in all of life’s battles. If you want to experience the joy of 
answered prayer, then it’s time to engage with God on another level.

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / PRAYER
(bx51) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-3199-7 $69.00
L 978-1-5047-3200-0 $29.95
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BLACKSTONE PRESENTS 

Blackstone is excited to provide patrons with the opportunity to enjoy Brilliance Audio’s 
impressive array of titles from over 500 authors, including Nora Roberts, Tom Clancy, 
Dean Koontz, Harlan Coben, John Green, Michael Crichton, Rick Riordan, and others.

Home
The Myron Bolitar Series, Book 11
by Harlan Coben
Reader to be announced

Ten years after the high-profile 
kidnapping of two young boys, only 
one returns home. Where has he been 
for ten years, and what does he know 
about the day when he was taken? 
 

“Coben is like a skilled magician saving the best,  
most stunning trick for the very end.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Fool Me Once

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME
(c09a) 11 hours • 9 CDs  978-1-5012-1785-2 $99.99

Apprentice in Death
The In Death Series, Book 43
by J. D. Robb
Read by Susan Ericksen

Sniper attacks shake New York City to 
its core. There are two shooters—one 
older, one younger. Someone is being 
trained by an expert in the science of 
killing, and they have an agenda.

“It’s Law & Order: SVU—in the future.”
—Entertainment Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE
(bzgj) 13 hours • 11 CDs  978-1-5113-6740-0 $99.99

The Devil’s Work
by Mark Edwards
Read by Anna Parker-Naples

Things take a sinister turn when 
Sophie returns to the workforce. As 
her life begins to fall apart, Sophie 
races to uncover the truth about her 
new job … before it kills her. 
 

“Astonishingly good.”
—Peter James, author of the Roy Grace series, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 

FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL
(c093) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-5637-1 $49.99

The Champagne Queen
The Century Trilogy, Book 2
by Petra Durst-Benning
Translated by Edwin Miles
Read by Teri Clark Linden

Newlyweds Leon and Isabelle inherit a 
vineyard—and in champagne country 
no less! But the decrepit estate has 
very little staff to help, and Isabelle 
cannot focus her husband’s efforts 

on the farm. She soon decides to seize the opportunity to run the 
vineyard herself. Like her friends Clara and Josephine, she can learn 
anything she needs to face a new challenge. And with their help, she 
will even take on the fierce local competition, with generations of 
wine-making history tying them to the land she’s just learning to toil.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(bzdu) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-4152-0 $49.99

The Girl Who Fought 
Napoleon
A Novel of the Russian Empire
by Linda Lafferty
Read by Kathleen Gati

When Tsar Paul is assassinated, and 
a reluctant and naive Alexander is 
crowned, Nadezhda Durova runs 
away from home and joins the Russian 
cavalry in the war against Napoleon.

“A lengthy, involving read that drew me in at once 
and which, it turns out, is based on a true heroine.”

—Fresh Fiction on The Shepherdess of Siena

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(bzdq) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-4000-4 $49.99

Ghosts in the Machine
The Babel Trilogy, Book 2
by Richard Farr
Read by Angela Dawe

Teen genius Morag Chen doesn’t 
believe in the supernatural. Or not 
until a thousand gods show up in 
front of her. Ancient gods? Invading 
aliens? Everyone has a theory, but 
no one has guessed the truth. In this 

dark, suspenseful, mind-bending sequel to The Fire Seekers, Morag 
picks up the narration from Daniel as she works to accept that there’s 
more than one way to think about the nature of humanity. And she 
will find that the only way forward is through secrets that Daniel 
himself seems desperate but unable to convey.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION
(bzrl) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5012-3055-4 $49.99
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BLACKSTONE PRESENTS 
The Final Trade
The Dominion Trilogy, Book 2
by Joe Hart
Reader to be announced

Zoey is not the woman she once was. 
She’s watched her friends die at the 
hands of their captors, been hunted, 
and returned from the brink of death. 
Now she must find the truth about 
who she is.

“A rapturous, thought-provoking, impossible-to- 
put-down thriller.”

—Blake Crouch, bestselling author, on The Last Girl

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 

FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(bzdm) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-3920-6 $49.99

Dear Mr. M
by Herman Koch
Translated by Sam Garrett
Reader to be announced

From various perspectives, Herman 
Koch tells the dark tale of a writer in 
decline, a teenage couple in love, a 
missing teacher, and a single book 
that entwines all of their fates. 

“[A] deliciously Mr. Ripley-esque drama.”
—O, The Oprah Magazine on The Dinner

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 
FICTION / LITERARY
(bzsv) 11 hours • 9 CDs  978-1-5012-4118-5 $74.99

City of Strangers
The Luis Chavez Series, Book 2
by Mark Wheaton
Read by Timothy Andrés Pabon

When a priest is brutally gunned 
down in front of St. Jerome’s Chinese-
American Catholic Church, Father Luis 
Chavez is asked by the archdiocese to 
lead an inquiry. With the confessed 
killer already in custody, it looks like 

an open-and-shut case. That is, until Father Chavez digs deeper. As 
the killer’s confession unravels, Father Chavez teams up with Deputy 
District Attorney Michael Story to get to the bottom of it. Together, 
they discover a conspiracy leading back to one of the world’s oldest 
criminal organizations.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / AMATEUR SLEUTH
(bzc8) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-1464-7 $49.99

Bury the Living
The Revolutionary Series, Book 1
by Jodi McIsaac
Read by Alana Kerr Collins

When Nora is given a relic belonging 
to the patron saint of Ireland, the 
mystical artifact transports her 
back eighty years—to the height of 
Ireland’s brutal civil war. 

“McIsaac has an undeniable talent for immersing the 
reader in the plight of the Irish in the 1920s.”

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / FANTASY / CONTEMPORARY
(bzbw) 9 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5113-9157-3 $49.99

The Shelf Life of Happiness
by David Machado
Translated by Hillary Locke
Read by Luke Daniels

Ripped apart by Portugal’s financial 
crisis, Daniel’s family is struggling to 
adjust to circumstances beyond their 
control. Even as he loses his home, 
he suffers severe damage to his car, 
and finds himself living in his old, 

abandoned office building, Daniel fights the realization that things 
have changed. He’s unable to see what remains among the rubble—
friendship, his family’s love, and people’s deep desire to connect. If 
Daniel can let go of the past and find his true self, he just might save 
not only himself but also everyone that really matters to him.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

FICTION / GENERAL
(c08g) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5226-5011-9 $49.99

Now That It’s You
by Tawna Fenske
Read by Teri Schnaubelt

Talented chef Meg Delaney hasn’t 
spoken to her cheating ex-fiancé, 
Matt Midland, for two years. Ditching 
him at the altar after blurting out “I 
can’t” instead of “I do” would sour any 
relationship. But now, just as Meg is 
finally ready to bury the hatchet, she 

learns closure is permanently off the menu. And the kicker? Matt’s 
brother Kyle is back in her life, stirring up feelings that are equal parts 
guilt and lust. Maybe he should stay away. But love, like family, plays 
by its own rules. And the one woman he shouldn’t want might be the 
only one who’s perfect for him.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(c098) 10 hours •  8 CDs  978-1-5226-8993-5 $49.99

Magic Binds
The Kate Daniels Series, Book 9
by Ilona Andrews
Read by Renée Raudman

Kate and the former Beast Lord 
Curran Lennart are finally making 
their relationship official. But there are 
some steep obstacles standing in the 
way of their walk to the altar. 

“One of the brightest voices in urban fantasy… 
Ilona Andrews delivers only the best.”

—Jeaniene Frost, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

FICTION / FANTASY / URBAN LIFE
(bz3i) 14 hours • 12 CDs  978-1-4805-4037-8 $74.99

Forgotten Women
by Freda Lightfoot
Read by Laura Grafton

It is 1936 and Spain is on the brink of 
civil war. Three brave women, inspired 
by patriotism, idealism, love, and even 
revenge, dare to go into battle against 
tradition and oppression. 
 

“An enthralling wartime page-turner.”
—Lancashire Evening Post on For All Our Tomorrows

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(c094) 11 hours • 9 CDS  978-1-5226-5643-2 $49.99

The Things We Wish Were True
A Novel
by Marybeth Mayhew Whalen
Read by Taylor Ann Krahn

During the course of a sweltering 
summer, long-buried secrets are 
revealed in a small town, and 
neighbors learn that it’s impossible 
to really know those closest to us. Is 
forgiveness possible?

“Full of unexpected twists and sympathetic,  
relatable characters, The Things We Wish Were True  

is both surprising and heartwarming.”
—Diane Chamberlain, USA Today bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(bvvu) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-3544-4 $49.99

Believing in Magic
My Story of Love, Overcoming 
Adversity, and Keeping the Faith
by Cookie Johnson
Read by Robin Miles

Cookie Johnson, wife of NBA icon 
Earvin “Magic” Johnson, shares how 
her husband’s HIV diagnosis sent her 
life and marriage in a frightening new 
direction.

“With humor and a God-given sweet spirit, Cookie 
Johnson captures our attention.”

—LaTanya and Samuel L. Jackson

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / RICH & FAMOUS
(c162) 7 hours • 6 CDs  978-1-5012-7456-5 $59.99

The King’s Traitor
The Kingfountain Series, Book 3
by Jeff Wheeler
Read by Kate Rudd

Ordered to incite war with a 
neighboring kingdom, Owen 
discovers its beautiful, reclusive ruler, 
whose powerful magic might even 
exceed his own. 

“This is a stunningly good book…Ankarette and 
Owen’s other friends are wonderful helpers.”

—Ettria.com on The Queen’s Poisoner

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / FANTASY / HISTORICAL
(bze2) 12 hours • 10 CDs  978-1-5226-5002-7 $49.99

Not Quite Perfect
The Not Quite Series, Book 5
by Catherine Bybee
Read by Amy McFadden

After a yearlong teasing tug-of-war, 
Mary Kildare and Glen Fairchild test 
the waters of attraction, only to find 
that their physical chemistry runs 
deeper than flirtation. 

“Enough plot twists and turns to keep readers 
entertained all the way to the very last page.”

—Tracy Brogan on Not Quite Forever

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(bzdr) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5226-4021-9 $49.99
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BLACKSTONE PRESENTS 
The Lullaby Sky
by Carolyn Brown
Reader to be announced

After seven years of abuse, Hannah 
O’Malley is officially divorced. With a 
second chance at love on the horizon, 
Hannah must face down her past to 
let the sunshine back into her life. 
 

“Humorous storytelling, snappy dialogue, and 
colorful characters are the highlights of this story.”

—RT Book Reviews on Hot Cowboy Nights

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(bze6) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-5154-3 $49.99

Ascendant’s Rite
The Moontide Quartet, Book 4
by David Hair
Read by Nick Podehl

The time has come for the Rite of 
Ascendancy to be performed. New 
powers must rise to save or damn 
Urte, and on the mighty Leviathan 
Bridge itself, all will be decided. 

“Hair capably spins a rather elaborate storyline…Fans 
of the series will be eager to see what comes next.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

FICTION / FANTASY / EPIC
(c08c) 20 hours • 16 CDs  978-1-4915-0320-1 $74.99

Irreversible
by Chris Lynch
Read by Scott Merriman

Keir Sarafian insists he did nothing 
wrong. But no one will believe that 
he’s the good guy he knows he is—no 
one except his father, Ray. And Ray 
is just the person Keir has to leave 
in order to have the fresh start he 
deserves. Now at Carnegie College, 

Keir’s life isn’t what he thought it would be. Two soccer players are 
poised to take his spot as kicker. Ray keeps calling, and Joyce, his 
guiding light on campus, seems to be avoiding him. When tragedy 
strikes, will Keir finally be able to confront his past actions and realize 
his potential?

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL ISSUES / SEXUAL ABUSE
(c08i) 7 hours • 6 CDs  978-1-5226-5026-3 $54.99

All the Good Parts
by Loretta Nyhan
Read by Karen Peakes

Leona wants a baby. She always has, 
but the circumstances have never 
been right. Now she has a huge 
decision to make: face motherhood 
on her own or risk missing out on its 
rewards. 

“Deceptively lighthearted and delightfully written…
Will leave you breathless.”

—Barbara Taylor Sissel, author of Crooked Little Lies

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 

FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(c096) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-5226-5652-4 $49.99

Lucky Thirteen
The Frontlines Series, Book 1.1
by Marko Kloos
Read by Nicol Zanzarella

This short story in the Terms of 
Enlistment universe follows rookie 
pilot Lt. Halley on his first drop-ship 
command. 
 

“Combat-grade Military SF, and should come with an 
addiction warning.”

—io9.com, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(btwg) 1 hour • 1 CD  978-1-5113-7081-3 $49.99

Measures of Absolution
The Frontlines Series, Book 1.2
by Marko Kloos
Read by Bahni Turpin

After the Battle of Detroit, Corporal 
Jackson finds out how the 365th AIB 
got a mauling in the Public Residence 
Clusters, and why the Territorial Army 
may have lost control over Detroit. 

“Combat-grade Military SF, and should come with an 
addiction warning.”

—io9.com, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(btwh) 2 hours • 2 CDs  978-1-5113-7084-4 $49.99

After Disasters
by Viet Dinh
Read by Sanjiv Jhaveri

Beautifully and hauntingly written, 
After Disasters is told through the eyes 
of four people in the wake of a life-
shattering earthquake in India. 
 
 

“After Disasters is a triumph of pulsating humanity  
and lyrical ambition.”

—Amber Dermont, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

FICTION / GAY
(bv5s) 9 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5113-6586-4 $49.99

Alcatraz
by Max Brand
Reader to be announced

Alcatraz is a story of a wild horse who 
many said could not be caught or 
broken and the man who set out to 
prove them wrong. 
 
 

“Exceptionally solid—worked out with  
flawless skill.”
—New York Times

AVAILABLE 9/16/16 

FICTION / WESTERNS
(bzmw) 10 hours • 8 CDs  978-1-4915-9076-8 $49.99

The Armies of the Night
History as a Novel, the Novel as 
History
by Norman Mailer
Reader to be announced

The Armies of the Night chronicles the 
famed October 1967 March on the 
Pentagon, in which all of the old and 
new Left came together to protest the 
Vietnam War.

“Mailer’s feints and bell-donging around his fellow 
‘Notables’ is a late night popcorn joy.”

—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

HISTORY / MILITARY / VIETNAM WAR
(bzd3) 12 hours • 10 CDs   978-1-5226-3683-0 $74.99

The Spooky Art
Thoughts on Writing
by Norman Mailer
Read by Arthur Morey

In The Spooky Art, Mailer discusses 
with signature candor the rewards 
and trials of the writing life, and 
recommends the tools to navigate it, 
with detailed observations about the 
writer’s craft.

“The Spooky Art shows Mailer’s brave willingness to 
take on demanding forms and daunting issues.”

—Boston Globe

AVAILABLE 9/13/16 

REFERENCE / WRITING SKILLS
(bzd4) 12 hours • 10 CDs  978-1-5226-3688-5 $74.99

Oswald’s Tale
An American Mystery
by Norman Mailer
Reader to be announced

In perhaps his most important literary 
feat, Norman Mailer fashions an 
unprecedented portrait of one of 
the great villains—and enigmas—in 
United States history. 

“This is an impressive artistic achievement that offers 
irresistible, hypnotic reading.”

—Library Journal

AVAILABLE  9/20/16 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / HISTORICAL
(bzd6) 32 hours • 25 CDs  978-1-5226-3698-4 $74.99

Miami and the Siege of 
Chicago
by Norman Mailer
Read by Arthur Morey

Norman Mailer brings a novelist’s 
eye to bear on the events of 1968, a 
decisive year in modern American 
politics, from which today’s bitterly 
divided country arose. 

“Extraordinary…Mailer [predicted that] ‘we will be 
fighting for forty years.’ He got that right, among 

many other things.”
—Christopher Hitchens

AVAILABLE 9/27/16 

HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY
(bzd7) 9 hours • 8 CDs   978-1-5226-3703-5 $74.99
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BLACKSTONE PRESENTS 
The Hope That Kills
The DI Fenchurch Series, Book 1
by Ed James
Read by Michael Page

The body of a young woman is found 
on the streets of East London, in the 
shadow of the city’s gleaming towers. 
No ID on her, just hard-earned cash. 
But there is no doubting the ferocity 
of the attack. DI Simon Fenchurch 
takes charge but, as his team tries to 

identify her and piece together her murder, they’re faced with cruel 
indifference at every turn—nobody cares about yet another dead 
prostitute. To Fenchurch, however, she could just as easily be Chloe, 
his daughter still missing after ten years.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/1/16 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(bvwj) 9 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5226-3893-3 $49.99

Every Kind of Wanting
A Novel
by Gina Frangello
Read by Almarie Guerra

By turns funny, dark, and sexy, Every 
Kind of Wanting explores the complex 
intersection of three unique families 
and their bustling efforts to have a 
“Community Baby.” 

“Gorgeously written, sharply observed, Every Kind of 
Wanting is the literary equivalent of a hand grenade.”

—Joanna Rakoff, author of My Salinger Year

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 

FICTION / LITERARY
(bzho) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5113-0422-1 $74.99

Black Water
A Novel
by Louise Doughty
Reader to be announced

In this gripping follow-up to Apple 
Tree Yard, Black Water explores some 
of the darkest events of recent history 
through the story of one troubled 
man. 

“A compelling and bravely written book.”
—Hilary Mantel, New York Times bestselling author, on Apple Tree Yard

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 

FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(bzeb) 11 hours • 9 CDs  978-1-5113-9421-5 $74.99

It Looks Like This
by Rafi Mittlefehldt
Read by Will Ropp

A new state, a new city, a new high 
school. Rafi Mittlefehldt tells a 
wrenching tale of first love and loss 
that exposes the undercurrents of a 
tidy suburban world. 
 

“The debut novel of the season…This is an  
extremely powerful book.”

—Lesléa Newman, author of October Mourning

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / LGBT
(c08y) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5226-5599-2 $54.99

Someone I Wanted to Be
by Aurelia Wills
Read by Caitlin Kelly

Leah Lobermier dreams of becoming 
a doctor, but it’s hard to stay focused 
on getting good grades when boys 
make oinking sounds at her in school 
and her mother spends every night on 
the couch with a bottle of wine. Leah’s 
skinny and popular “friends,” Kristy 

and Corinne, aren’t much better. When the girls convince a handsome 
older man to buy them beer, Leah takes his phone number and calls 
him, pretending to be Kristy—coy and confident—and they develop a 
relationship. But as the lie grows, can Leah put a stop to things before 
she—or Kristy—is seriously hurt?

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES / FRIENDSHIP
(c08z) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5226-5604-3 $54.99

Inexcusable
by Chris Lynch
Read by Scott Merriman

Keir Sarafian understands that when 
a girl says no, she means it. But when 
a childhood friend accuses him of 
raping her, Keir realized that it may 
be all too easy for a good guy to do 
something terribly wrong. 

“Lynch creates a nuanced, wholly believable 
character that will leave many readers shaking  

with recognition.”
—Booklist (starred review)

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES / SEXUAL ABUSE 
(c08j) 7 hours • 6 CDs  978-1-5226-5033-1 $49.99

Paleo Love
How Our Stone Age Genes 
Complicate Modern Relationships
by Vinita Mehta, PhD
Reader to be announced

Are your Stone Age genes making it 
hard for you to find the right mate or 
remain faithful? This insightful book 
shows how our prehistoric desires 
continue to affect our present-day 

romantic relationships. It reveals why men prefer women with larger 
breasts, why women remain drawn to high-status men with money, 
and why being single can feel so isolating. Understanding the real 
impact of our primal drives can help us to become more aware of our 
behavior and make better romantic choices in the future.

AVAILABLE 9/6/16 

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
(bg7t) 8 hours • 7 CDs  978-1-5012-0966-6 $59.99

Juana and Lucas
by Juana Medina
Read by Almarie Guerra

Juana loves many things, but not 
learning English. When Juana’s 
abuelos tell her about a special trip, 
she wonders whether or not learning 
English might be a good use of her 
time after all. 

“The real gift of this book comes from presenting a 
different point of reference to American children who 

hear only stories of poverty.”
—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / PEOPLE & PLACES /  
CARIBBEAN & LATIN AMERICA
(c090) 2 hours • 2 CDs  978-1-5226-5614-2 $49.99

7 Secrets of Persuasion
Leading-Edge Neuromarketing 
Techniques to Influence Anyone
by James C. Crimmins
Reader to be announced

7 Secrets of Persuasion translates the 
revolution in neuroscience that has 
occurred over the last forty years into 
practical new techniques for effective 
persuasion.

“For anyone who hopes to influence what people do 
or what they buy, Jim’s book is required reading.”

—Keith Reinhard, chairman emeritus of DDB Worldwide

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/19/16 

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / DEVELOPMENT / GENERAL
(c08e) 7 hours • 6 CDs  978-1-5226-4983-0 $49.99
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SEPTEMBER DROPINS

We Are Not Such Things
The Murder of a Young American, a South  
African Township, and the Search for Truth  
and Reconciliation
by Justine van der Leun
Read by Erin Bennett

Justine van der Leun reveals that the true story of 
Amy Biehl’s death in South Africa is not only a story of 

forgiveness but also a reflection of the complicated history of a troubled country.

• This gripping book asks questions as relevant to America today as they were 
in South Africa

• Will appeal to fans of The Wicked Boy by Kate Summerscale

“A fascinating, clear-eyed journey into the disheartening political reality 
of contemporary South Africa.”—Jill Leovy, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 8/9/16
HISTORY / AFRICA / SOUTH / REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 
(c2ir) 18 hours • 14 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 978-1-5047-8501-3 $123.00 L 978-1-5047-8503-7 $44.95

Meg: Nightstalkers
The Meg Series, Book 5
by Steve Alten
Read by Keith Szarabajka

Nightstalkers picks up where Hell’s Aquarium left off—
with Jonas and Mac hunting the escaped Megalodon 
siblings in British Columbia, and a crew tracking a 
120-foot Liopleurodon.

• New York Times bestselling author

• The first book in the series is being shot as a film starring Jason Statham

• Will appeal to fans of Jurassic Park by Michael Crichton and Jaws by Peter 
Benchley

“Blisteringly paced with tension that grabs you by the throat.”
—James Rollins, #1 New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 8/2/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUPERNATURAL • (c2j5) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7084-2 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-7094-1 $29.95

Last Call for Blackford Oakes
The Blackford Oakes Mysteries, Book 11
by William F. Buckley Jr.
Reader to be announced

Upon his return to Washington, Oakes is put on a crash 
course with a deadly Soviet spy. This time Oakes will be 
working outside the agency and around its rules.

• Buckley fans are numerous and loyal and will enjoy another Blackford Oakes 
audiobook

• The late author was the founder of the National Review and was awarded the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom

“[An] engaging piece of espionage cloak-and-daggitude that roams 
ruefully across the near terminal days of the cold war.”

—New York Times Book Review

AVAILABLE 8/23/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL • (c2jh) 8  hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-8584-6 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-8586-0 $29.95

In the Darkroom
by Susan Faludi
Reader to be announced

After learning her estranged father had sex reassign-
ment surgery, Faludi sets out to investigate his life and 
connect this new parent who identifies as a woman to 
the explosive father she’d known.

• Author is a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist

• Faludi’s previous book, Backlash, won the National Book Critics Circle Award 
for Nonfiction

• Will appeal to fans of The Girls by Emma Cline and Modern Lovers by Emma Straub

“An absolute stunner of a memoir—probing, steel-nerved,  
moving in ways you’d never expect.”

—New York Times

AVAILABLE 8/23/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / GENERAL • (c2n6) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-8924-0 $118.00 L 978-1-5047-8926-4 $29.95

Smart Mom, Rich Mom
How to Build Wealth While Raising a Family
by Kimberly Palmer
Read by Karen White

Smart Mom, Rich Mom explores how women today 
navigate the financially challenging career/parenting 
years, chronicling moms who stayed at work and 
emerged more prosperous.

• Proven strategies backed up by real life case studies 

• Author is an instructor at American University, and is a former senior editor of 
money at US News and World Report

“An indispensable resource for you.”
—Jean Chatzky, financial editor, the Today show

AVAILABLE 8/2/16
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / PERSONAL FINANCE / GENERAL 
(c2p9) 6.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-9229-5 $76.00 L 978-1-5047-9231-8 $29.95

The Graveyard of the Hesperides
The Flavia Albia Mysteries, Book 4
by Lindsey Davis
Reader to be announced

Rome, AD 89. Flavia Albia has taken up her father’s 
former profession as an informer and now must 
investigate the human remains found buried in the 
backyard of a bar.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Davis has received CWA’s Cartier Diamond Dagger for lifetime achievement

• Will appeal to fans of the Novels of Ancient Rome series by Steven Saylor and 
the Marcus Corvinus mysteries by David Wishart

“There is plenty of drama and danger…but there is also a hearty helping 
of Davis’ well-placed humor.”—Booklist (starred review)

AVAILABLE NOW
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL • (c2pp) 12.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-9130-4 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-9132-8 $29.95



A Frozen Heart
By Elizabeth Rudnick
Reader to be announced

Locked away from the outside world for years, Anna 
is desperate to leave her lonely life behind. As 
thirteenth in line to the throne, Hans is desperate to 
fi nd a kingdom of his own to rule. When their worlds 
collide, it seems as if all Anna’s dreams have come 
true. But as Hans’ true motivations come to light, their 
fairy-tale romance begins to melt away.

∙ Frozen has become one of the most popular � lms in Disney’s history

∙ By aging up the content and themes of the � lm, this novel will appeal to 
older Frozen fans for whom no books have been created, until now

Phase Two: Marvel’s Ant-Man
Marvel Cinematic Universe
By Marvel Press
Reader to be announced

Armed with the astonishing ability to shrink in 
scale but increase in strength, conman Scott 
Lang must embrace his inner hero and help 
his mentor, Dr. Hank Pym, protect the secret 
behind his spectacular Ant-Man suit from a 
new generation of towering threats. Against 
seemingly insurmountable obstacles, Pym and 

Lang must plan and pull off  a heist that will save the world.

∙ Will appeal to fans of Marvel’s Captain America: Civil War, Marvel’s 
Ant-Man, and Marvel’s Thor: The Dark World

∙ Also available: Marvel Cinematic Universe Phase 1 titles: Marvel’s The 
Incredible Hulk, Marvel’s Avengers: Thor, and Marvel’s Avengers: Captain 
America: The First Avenger

Phase Two: Marvel’s Captain 
America: Winter Soldier
Marvel Cinematic Universe
By Marvel Press
Reader to be announced

After the cataclysmic events in New York with 
The Avengers, Marvel’s Captain America: The 
Winter Soldier fi nds Steve Rogers, a.k.a. Captain 
America, living quietly in Washington, DC and 
trying to adjust to the modern world. But 

when a S.H.I.E.L.D. colleague comes under attack, Steve becomes 
embroiled in a web of intrigue that threatens to put the world at risk.

∙ Will appeal to fans of Marvel’s Captain America: Civil War, Marvel’s 
Avengers: Age of Ultron and Marvel’s The Avengers: The Avengers Assemble

∙ Also available: Marvel Cinematic Universe Phase 1 titles: Marvel’s The 
Incredible Hulk, Marvel’s Avengers: Thor, and Marvel’s Avengers: Captain 
America: The First Avenger

Visit BlackstoneLibrary.com
for more Disney and Marvel titles!

Star Darlings Collection: Vol. 3
Piper’s Perfect Dream; Astra’s Mixed-Up Mission; 
Tessa’s Lost and Found 
The Star Darlings Series, Book 7–9
By Shana Muldoon Zappa and Ahmet Zappa
Reader to be announced

Piper enjoys her time on Wishworld working in a 
diner, but is she being a little too laid-back about her 
mission? When Astra’s time comes, her overconfi dent 
nature leads her to incorrect conclusions about her 
gymnast Wisher’s true wish. Tessa’s mission brings her 

to an animal shelter, but when a terrible storm hits, she runs into problems.

∙ Ahmet Zappa is a New York Times bestselling author

Disney Junior Storybook 
Collection
So� a the First, Doc McStu�  ns, Jake and the Neverland 
Pirates, Mickey/Minnie, Henry Hugglemonster
By Disney Book Group
Reader to be announced

Explore Enchancia with Sofi a the First, and sail the 
Never Sea with Jake and his crew. Help Doc diagnose 
her toy patients; hang out at the Clubhouse with 
Mickey, Minnie, and the rest of the gang; and have a 
roarsome time with Henry Hugglemonster! This fun-

fi lled book features eighteen stories starring your favorite Disney Junior pals!

∙ Features popular Disney Junior characters and shows

AVAILABLE   8/29/2016
JUVENILE FICTION / FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE • (c0qb) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

   978-1-5047-5103-2 $55.00 L 978-1-5047-5105-6 $29.95

AVAILABLE   9/6/2016
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN • (c0y3) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

   978-1-5047-5535-1  $30.00 L  978-1-5047-5537-5 $19.95

AVAILABLE   9/6/2016
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN • (c0y2) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

   978-1-5047-5529-0  $30.00 L   978-1-5047-5531-3 $19.95

AVAILABLE   10/18/2016
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC • (c0qh) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

   978-1-5047-5139-1  $76.00 L 978-1-5047-5141-4  $29.95

AVAILABLE   9/6/2016
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN • (c0qc) 4½   hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

   978-1-5047-5109-4  $49.00 L 978-1-5047-5111-7  $19.95
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Young adult & children’s September 
Cradle and All
by James Patterson
Read by Eduardo Ballerini and 
Rebecca Soler

In cities all around the world, medical 
authorities are overwhelmed by 
epidemics, droughts, famines, floods, 
and worse. It all feels like a sign that 
something awful is coming. Anne 
Fitzgerald, a former nun turned private 
investigator, is hired by the Archdiocese 
of Boston to investigate.

• Print run: 100,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Janet Evanovich and Stuart Woods

• First published in 2000 and now out of print, Cradle and All sold over 1.7 
million copies

• National consumer advertising

“A relentless pace culminating in a superbly twisted ending 
won’t disappoint Patterson’s faithful followers.”

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/12/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / HORROR & GHOST STORIES • (c172) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4789-1496-9 $76.99 L 978-1-4789-1497-6 $29.99

The Secret Keepers
by Trenton Lee Stewart
Read by Cameron Brown

When eleven-year-old Reuben discovers 
an extraordinary antique pocket watch, 
it changes everything; the watch has 
the power to turn him invisible. Now 
Reuben is being pursued by a group 
of dangerous men. They all want the 
watch, and it’s up to Reuben to unravel 
the mystery.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Crenshaw by Katherine Applegate and What We 
Found in the Sofa and How It Saved the World by Henry Clark

• A great book for educators allowing for discussions about mystery, 
narration techniques, personas, antagonists, and socio-economic 
topics

“Begins with a bang…Resembles the otherworldly experience 
of Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Mysterious Benedict Society

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/27/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES • (c17c) 11.5 hours • 10 CDs
 978-1-4789-1515-7 $105.99

Stalking Jack the 
Ripper
by Kerri Maniscalco
Foreword by James Patterson
Read by Nicola Barber

Audrey Rose Wadsworth often slips 
away to her uncle’s laboratory to study 
the gruesome practice of forensic 
medicine. When her work on a string 
of corpses drags Audrey into the 
investigation of a serial murderer, her 
search for answers brings her close to 
her own sheltered world.

• Print run: 150,000

• YA horror is enjoying a resurgence thanks to titles like the Miss 
Peregrine series, Anna Dressed in Blood, and Asylum

• Will appeal to fans of Name of the Star by Maureen Johnson and Ripper 
by Stefan Petrucha

• Kerri Maniscalco has a social media presence on Twitter and Facebook

• National consumer advertising and social media campaign

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/20/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / HORROR & GHOST STORIES • (c173) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-1499-0 $90.99

Elite
A Hunter Novel
The Hunter Series, Book 2
by Mercedes Lackey
Reader to be announced

While infighting threatens the stability 
of Apex City, Othersider forces are 
gaining strength and momentum 
outside the borders. Joy desperately 
seeks answers to figure out who her real 
enemies are before she and everyone 
she cares about are locked into an 
all-out war.

• Print run: 50,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of the Maze Runner and Hunger Games series

• Hunter received enormous praise from major publications

“Captivating, dynamic, well paced, and thrilling.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Hunter

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL 
(blso) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3656-5 $105.00 L 978-1-5047-3657-2 $29.95
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Young adult & children’s September
The Memory Wall
by Lev A. C. Rosen
Reader to be announced

When his mother’s health takes a turn for the worse, 
Nick’s only escape is the online video game world of 
Wellhall, where he can face any problem. But soon his 
worlds begin to collide.

• Rosen’s previous work has received enormous praise from major publications

• Deals with social issues related to family, illness, emotions, and friendship

• Will appeal to fans of Book Scavenger by Jennifer Chambliss Bertman and 
Circus Mirandus by Cassie Beasley

“This is a touching story about the importance of change  
despite the hardships of life.” 

—School Library Journal on Woundabout

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/13/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL ISSUES / EMOTIONS & FEELINGS 
(bvcn) 12.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-4252-8 $105.00 

L 978-1-5047-4254-2 $29.95 N 978-1-5047-8422-1 $89.99

Wirewalker
by Mary Lou Hall
Reader to be announced

A novel about hope and self-reliance in the face of 
grave danger, Wirewalker is a masterfully written 
debut that blends gritty realism with moments of 
fantastical escape.

• The main character’s struggle with right and wrong will resonate with teens

• Will appeal to fans of How It Went Down by Kekla Magoon and When I Was  
the Greatest by Jason Reynolds

• A great book for educators with its powerful themes and social commentary

“A daring leap into magnificence. This is storytelling at its 
 bravest and most beautiful.”

—Paul Griffin, critically acclaimed author of Stay with Me

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 9/6/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES / PHYSICAL & EMOTIONAL ABUSE 
(c19g) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  978-1-5047-5873-4 $69.00 

L 978-1-5047-5875-8 $29.95 N 978-1-5047-8423-8 $84.99

The Tapper Twins Run for President
The Tapper Twins Series, Book 3
by Geoff Rodkey
Read by a full cast

Claudia thinks she’ll get reelected as class president. 
But then Reese learns becoming class president is his 
best shot at overturning the new rule banning his 
soccer game. 

• The first book in the series was a New York Times bestseller

• Will appeal to fans of The Terrible Two by Mac Barnett and Jory John

“This uproarious series opener…is packed with both  
laugh-out-loud moments and heart.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Tapper Twins Go to War  

(with Each Other)

AVAILABLE  9/6/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES • (btnv) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 978-1-4789-3944-3 $39.99 N 978-1-4789-3946-7 $49.99

And the Trees Crept In
by Dawn Kurtagich
Reader to be announced

When Silla and Nori arrive at their aunt’s home, it’s im-
mediately clear that the “blood manor” is cursed. Why 
does it seem that the trees have been creeping closer?

• Psychological thrillers and horror are both proving to be fast-growing genres

• Dawn Kurtagich has proven to be more than a one-hit wonder as she 
continues to effortlessly deliver gorgeous writing and suspenseful storytelling

• Will appeal to fans of Sanctum by Madeleine Roux and Blood and Salt by  
Kim Liggett

“Not for the faint of heart, this is a gory and grimly compelling story.”
—Booklist on The Dead House

 AVAILABLE 9/6/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / HORROR • (c1el) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
 978-1-4789-4214-6 $100.99 N 978-1-4789-4215-3 $47.99

Beyond the Orphan Train Series
The Beyond the Orphan Train Series
by Arleta Richardson
Read by Sarah Zimmerman

This collection features all four books in Arleta Rich-
ardson’s Beyond the Orphan Train series: Looking for 
Home, Whistle-Stop West, Prairie Homestead, and Across 
the Border. Based on a true story, these books remind 
us that the same God who is with us from the start 
never lets us go.

• A great gift for young fans of Little House on the Prairie

• Promotion on social media, including Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and 
Pinterest

• Will appeal to fans of the Boxcar Children series by Gertrude Chandler Warner

AVAILABLE 9/1/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / RELIGIOUS / CHRISTIAN / HISTORICAL 
(bx50) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-3197-3 $90.00 L 978-1-5047-3198-0 $29.95

Dust
Before and After
The Dust Series, Book 1
by S.E. Smith
Reader to be announced

Dust survives when fragments of a comet hit Earth 
and discovers he now has powers. But they come with 
a price. Another creature survived—one determined 
to possess his powers.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to the Dragons of Eternity series by Alexandra Ivy and the Shadow 
series by Christine Feehan

“A story with action, adventure, and, most of all, heart, you won”t be 
disappointed.”—H. D. Smith, author of Keegan’s Point, on Ristéard’s Unwilling Empress

AVAILABLE 8/23/16 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / DYSTOPIAN • (c2fc) 6.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7871-8 $69.00 L 978-1-5047-7873-2 $29.95
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OCTOBER PREVIEWOCTOBER PREVIEW
EXCLUSIVE!

Winter Storms
The Winter Series, Book 3
by Elin Hilderbrand
Read by Erin Bennett

Preparing for another holiday season in Nantucket, the 
Quinns are optimistic that this year’s celebration will be 
their best in ages. But with enough holiday drama to test 
the closest family bonds, Winter Storms proves you can 
always return home for the holidays.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Mr. Miracle by Debbie Macomber and 
All Fall Down by Jennifer Weiner

• USA Today recommended Winter Street as a “literary stocking 
stuffer”

• Social media campaign

• National print, online, and transit advertising

“This larger-than-life sequel will knock your woolly socks off!”
—RT Book Reviews (4½stars, Top Pick!) on Winter Stroll

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c17d) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 978-1-4789-4218-4 $69.99

Filthy Rich
by James Patterson
Reader to be announced

Jeffrey Epstein rose from humble origins 
to the rarefied heights of New York 
City’s financial elite. But even after he 
had it all, Epstein wanted more. An 
explosive true story, Filthy Rich examines 
all sides of a case that scandalized one 
of America’s richest communities.

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Filthy Rich marks James Patterson’s first foray into true crime

• Will appeal to fans of the Serial podcast and Netflix’s Making a Murderer

• National television, radio, print, and online advertising

• Social media campaign

“I can’t believe how good Patterson is…I have never begun  
a Patterson book and been able to put it down.”

—Larry King, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/10/16
TRUE CRIME / WHITE COLLAR CRIME • (bvze) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4789-6826-9 $75.99 L 978-1-4789-6828-3 $39.99

The Obsidian Chamber
The Pendergast Novels, Book 17
by Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child
Read by René Auberjonois

#1 bestselling authors Douglas Preston 
and Lincoln Child return with their next 
blockbuster Pendergast novel.

• Print run: 250,000

• Preston and Child’s previous thirteen books have all debuted on the 
New York Times bestseller list

• Will appeal to fans of James Patterson and Stephen King

• Preston and Child have an extraordinarily enthusiastic fan base, with 
more than 60,000 newsletter subscribers

“An appealingly quirky hero…Pendergast is a modern 
Sherlock Holmes, albeit one preferring absinthe to cocaine.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Crimson Shore

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/18/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c17z) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4789-4309-9 $100.99 L 978-1-4789-4310-5 $29.99
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OCTOBERSEPTEM NEW RELEASES

OCTOBER PREVIEWOCTOBER PREVIEW
Two by Two
by Nicholas Sparks
Reader to be announced

At thirty-two Russell Green has it all: a beautiful family, 
a successful career, and an expansive home, but in 
a matter of months, his world is unexpectedly turn 
upside down. 

• Print run: 1,000,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of One Plus One by Jojo Moyes and Shelter Mountain by 
Robyn Carr

• Sparks has more than 100 million copies of his books in print

“A tender and moving love story.”
—Publishers Weekly on The Choice

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / GENERAL • (c17k) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-4234-4 $90.00

The Trespasser
A Novel
by Tana French
Reader to be announced

Being on the squad as a woman detective as well as 
a new case that is not by the book, Detective Antoi-
nette Conway is up against more than one unexpect-
ed challenge in solving crimes. 

• New York Times bestselling author

• National advertising, academic marketing, and NPR interviews

• Will appeal to fans of Luckiest Girl Alive by Jessica Knoll and Dark Places by 
Gillian Flynn

“French is a poet of mood and a master builder of plots.”
—Washington Post, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (c0d3)  21 hours • 18 CDs
 9780735288683 $103.99

Escape Clause
The Virgil Flowers Series, Book 9
by John Sandford
Reader to be announced

Virgil’s relationship with his girlfriend, Frankie, has 
been getting kind of serious, but when Frankie’s sister, 
Sparkle, moves in for the summer, things get a lot 
more complicated.

• # 1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of the Alex Cross series by James Patterson and the Kay 
Scarpetta series by Patricia Cornwell

“Sandford has always been at the top of any list of great  
mystery writers, and this book shows why.”

—Huffington Post on Field of Prey

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c0an) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 978-0-7352-8832-4 $86.99

Something Buried, Something Blue
The Lily Dale Mysteries, Book 2
by Wendy Corsi Staub
Reader to be announced

In Something Buried, Something Blue, Bella Jordan 
continues as caretaker into the winter only to have an-
other murder case on her hands—trapped in a house 
full of murder suspects. 

• Print run: 50,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of theCoffehouse Mysteries by Cleo Coyle

“A spooky journey into the unknown…weav[es] in  
sweet, heartfelt, hopeful moments.” 

—Booklist on Nine Lives

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (c290) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7469-7  $90.00 L 978-1-5047-7471-0 $29.95 

N 978-1-5047-9216-5  $74.99 

Small Great Things
by Jodi Picoult
Reader to be announced

A black nurse is caught in a gripping moral dilemma 
when she hesitates to resuscitate the child of white 
supremacists who did not want her touching their 
child. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Fifteen city author tour and promotion in Boston

• Will appeal to fans of Orphan Train by Christina Baker Kline and The Lake House 
by Kate Morton

“Picoult is a skilled wordsmith, and she beautifully creates situations that 
not only provoke the mind but touch the flawed souls in all of us.”

—Boston Globe, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c0d8)  12 CDs
 978-0-7352-1017-2 $95.99

Hag-Seed
by Margaret Atwood
Reader to be announced

Margaret Atwood conjures the ultimate revenge tale 
in one betrayed man’s plot for vengeance—a scheme 
as innovative as it is deadly—in her darkly imaginative 
retelling of The Tempest.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Margaret Atwood has won numerous awards, including the Man Booker Prize

• Will appeal to fans of Shylock Is My Name by Howard Jacobson and The Gap of 
Time by Jeanette Winterson

“Contemporizing Shakespeare…Man Booker Prize–winner  
Atwood takes on The Tempest.”

—Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
FICTION / LITERARY • (c0d6)  9 CDs  
 978-0-7352-8657-3 $86.99
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OCTOBER NEW RELEASES

In the Garden of Beasts
Love, Terror, and an American Family in Hitler’s Berlin
by Erik Larson
Reader to be announced

In the Garden of Beasts lends a stunning, eyewitness 
perspective on events as they unfold in real time, 
revealing an era of surprising nuance and complexity.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Larson’s masterful narrative is based upon diaries, letters, and diplomatic 
correspondence

• Will appeal to fans of The Boys in the Boat by Daniel James Brown

“Reads like an elegant thriller…utterly compelling… marvelous stuff. An 
excellent and entertaining book.”

—Washington Post

AVAILABLE 10/25/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / HISTORICAL • (c0dd)  11 CDs
 978-1-5247-0884-9 $62.99

Sex, Lies, and Serious Money
The Stone Barrington Series, Book 39
by Stuart Woods
Reader to be announced

Trouble always seems to find Stone Barrington, but it’s 
never more than he can handle.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Over 1.2 million Woods novels were sold in 2015

• Will appeal to fans of Michael Connelly and James Patterson

• National print and online reviews and features

“Enjoy this slick thriller by a thoroughly satisfying professional.”
—Flordia Weekly on Scandalous Behavior

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/25/16
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c0dg)  7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-0-7352-8840-9 $78.99

A Torch Kept Lit
Great Lives of the Twentieth Century
by William F. Buckley
Edited by James Rosen
Reader to be announced

A collection of remembrances reflecting Buckley’s 
singular voice, A Torch Kept Lit contains the very best, 
those remembering the most consequential lives, and 
those most dear to Buckley.

• William F. Buckley is a conservative icon and legacy, with devoted fans who 
will flock to any new materials about him

• Will appeal to fans of One Man’s America by George Will

“This is a book by an author who eschews the merely trendy 
 and speaks his own mind.”

—Publishers Weekly on Nearer, My God

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / EDITORS, JOURNALISTS, PUBLISHERS 
(c106) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5701-0  $76.00 L 978-1-5047-5703-4 $29.95 t

Overclocked
Stories of the Future Present
by Cory Doctorow
Read by Lloyd James, Nicola Barber, R. C. Bray, Fiona 
Hardingham, Jeffrey Kafer, Jim Meskimen, and 
Emily Woo Zeller

This collection proves again why Cory Doctorow has been 
hailed as one of the freshest voices in science fiction.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Doctorow is one of the defining personalities of postcyberpunk science fiction

• Will appeal to fans of Robert A. Heinlein and Elizabeth Moon

“This collection shows a stunning talent coming into his own, balancing 
good storytelling and contemporary technology nearly perfectly.”

—Booklist (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE W/ PAPERBACK 10/25/16
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES 
(bvej) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-5753-9  $105.00 L 978-1-5047-5755-3 $29.95

The Secret History of World War II
Spies, Code Breakers, and Covert Operations
by Neil Kagan and Stephen Hyslop
Foreword Kenneth W. Rendell
Reader to be announced

From the authors who created Eyewitness to World 
War II, this is the shocking story behind the covert 
activity that shaped the outcome of one of the world’s 
greatest conflicts.

• Includes little-known stories and recently declassified information

• Will appeal to fans of The Untold Civil War by James Robertson

“A one-of-a-kind atlas…A gripping, self-contained  
story on every spread.”

—Amazon.com, editorial review, on Atlas of the Civil War

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/25/16
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II • (c0jb) 11.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4694-6  $100.00 L 978-1-5047-4696-0 $29.95

French Girl with Mother
A Novel
by Norman Ollestad
Reader to be announced

When a French woman invites Nathan to her parents’ 
crumbling old chateau to allow him to sketch her, he 
accepts. But soon a door opens to a world Nathan is 
not prepared for.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Previous book won numerous honors and awards

• Will appeal to fans of The Art Forger by B. A. Shapiro

“An enormously talented author. Ollestad’s portraits are beautifully 
contradictory and complex—brutal, brave, and human.”

—Lucinda Franks, Pulitzer Prize–winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c27v) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 978-1-5047-7413-0  $100.00 L 978-1-5047-7415-4 $29.95
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Echoes of Sherlock Holmes
Stories Inspired by the Holmes Canon
Edited by Laurie R. King and Leslie S. Klinger
Reader to be announced

What happens when great writers/creators who are 
not known as Sherlock Holmes devotees admit to 
being inspired by Conan Doyle stories? This stunning 
collection answers that question.

• Laurie R. King is a New York Times bestselling author and Leslie S. Klinger is an 
Edgar Award winner

• Will appeal to fans of Conan Doyle’s original Holmes stories

“Devotees of the greatest of all fictional detectives will welcome this 
anthology from King and Klinger.”

—Publishers Weekly on In the Company of Sherlock Holmes

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES 
(c1lz) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6618-0  $100.00 L 978-1-5047-6620-3 $29.95

Murder in the Courthouse
The Hailey Dean Mysteries, Book 3
by Nancy Grace
Reader to be announced

In Savannah, when a sheriff is murdered, a clerk is 
poisoned, and a police technician becomes alligator 
bait, prosecutor Hailey Dean must dig deep to find 
the killer. 

• Print run: 100,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of the Barbara Holloway novels by Kate Wilhelm

“Grace’s second Hailey Dean thriller works as a zany yet dark  
satire of pop icon worship.”

—Publishers Weekly on Death on the D-List

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c1ee) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6094-2  $90.00 L 978-1-5047-6096-6 $29.95

Twelve Days of Christmas
A Christmas Novel
by Debbie Macomber
Reader to be announced

Debbie Macomber returns with a new original holiday 
novel full of romance and cheer and the magical pros-
pect of finding love in even the most guarded hearts.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Debbie has an unparalleled relationship with her fans, including knitters and 
crafters as well as book clubs

• Will appeal to fans of Elin Hilderbrand, Sherryl Woods, and Nora Roberts

“Macomber spins another sweet, warmhearted holiday tale that will be 
as comforting to her fans as hot chocolate on Christmas morning.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Mr. Miracle

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (bv7d) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs
 978-0-553-39897-7  $70.99

Untitled Memoir
A Memoir
by Phil Collins
Read by Phil Collins

The long-awaited autobiography from Phil Collins, 
one of the bestselling music artists of all time. His 
success is astounding, his music has global reach, and 
his story is legendary.

• The September 2016 publication will coincide with a comprehensive 
repackage and re-release of Collins’ evocative and era-defining music

• Social media promotion and national advertising

• Will appeal to fans of Rod by Rod Stewart, Wild Tales by Graham Nash, and 
Miles by Miles Davis

• A great gift for music buffs and fans of Phil Collins

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/25/16
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS • (bxen) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 978-0-7352-0896-4 $95.99

The Princess Diarist
by Carrie Fisher
Read by Carrie Fisher

With series of hilarious and interconnected au-
tobiographical essays, Carrie Fisher explores her 
adventures as Princess Leia and her misadventures as 
Bi-Polar Woman of the Year.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Fisher has a massive fan base, from her role in the Star War saga (including the 
December 2015 sequel) to her numerous appearances on television

• Will appeal to fans of Bossypants by Tina Fey and Yes Please by Amy Poehler

“[Fisher] has a talent for lacerating insight that masquerades as carefree 
self-deprecation…Extremely entertaining.”

—Los Angeles Times on Wishful Drinking

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/18/16
HUMOR / FORM / ESSAYS • (bs0s) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-5046-8325-8  $60.00

American Philosophy
A Love Story
by John Kaag
Reader to be announced

A disillusioned philosopher stumbles upon a treasure 
trove of rare books and rediscovers the tenets of Amer-
ican philosophy, seeing them in a twenty-first-century 
context.

• Kaag is a professor of philosophy at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell

• Will appeal to fans of Critique of Pure Reason by Immanuel Kant

“[An] engaging and well-researched book. It goes far to reduce a 
significant gap in the literature of classical American philosophy.”

—Mary Briody Mahowald, University of Chicago, on Idealism,  

Pragmatism, and Feminism

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
PHILOSOPHY / MOVEMENTS / PRAGMATISM • (c20y) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-7247-1  $76.00 L 978-1-5047-7249-5 $29.95
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Missing
The Private Series
by James Patterson and Kathryn Fox
Reader to be announced

The elite team at Private Sydney has promised to find 
the missing CEO of a high-profile research company. 
But powerful figures want the man to stay “lost.”

• Print run: 350,000

• Patterson is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of thrillers by David Baldacci, John Sandford, and Michael 
Connelly

“Patterson…has an uncanny knack for the timely thriller.”
—Kirkus Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c17f) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-4789-4223-8  $69.99 L 978-1-4789-4224-5 $29.99

$10,000,000 Marriage Proposal
by James Patterson, with Hilary Liftin
Read by Sarah-Nollo Christensen

Will you marry me for $10,000,000? I am a creative, 
open-minded businessman with limited time and 
desire to play the field. This is a serious proposal. A 
mysterious billboard intrigues three single women in 
LA. But who is this Mr. Right? … And is he the perfect 
match for the lucky winner?

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Novels you can devour in a few hours

“James Patterson knows how to sell thrills and  
suspense in clean, unwavering prose.”

—People, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c17g) 2.5 hours • 3 CDs
 978-1-4789-4226-9  $49.99

Dog’s Best Friend
The Middle School Series, Book 8
by James Patterson and Chris Tebbetts
Reader to be announced

In order to help bring in more money for his strug-
gling grandmother, Rafe concocts a brilliant plan—a 
dog-walking business that soon turns into a huge 
money-making empire.

• Print run: 350,000

• A #1 New York Times bestselling series

• Will appeal to fans of Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja by Marcus Emerson

• National consumer advertising

“An enjoyable story that even the most reluctant readers should enjoy.”
—Library Media Connection on The Worst Years of My Life

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/31/16 • CHILDREN (8–12)
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES • (c17p) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 978-1-4789-4243-6  $49.99

French Kiss
A Detective Luc Moncrief Story
The BookShots Line
by James Patterson, with Richard DiLallo
Read by Jean Brassard

Bonjour, Detective. Now watch your back. Very hand-
some and charming French detective Luc Moncrief 
joined the NYPD for a fresh start—but someone wants 
to make his first big case his last. Welcome to New York.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Mrs. John Doe by Tom Savage

“Like high-concept TV with a smart edge, featuring  
an appealing and reliable cast.”

—Publishers Weekly on the Women’s Murder Club series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c17h) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 978-1-4789-4228-3  $49.99

The Earl
The Devil’s Duke Series, Book 2
by Katharine Ashe
Reader to be announced

Passionately dedicated to her work, Lady Justice longs 
to teach her nemesis, an arrogant lord, a lesson in 
humility, but a perilous journey with her archrival just 
might turn fierce enemies into lovers.

• The Earl is the second book in a new series that focuses on heroes

• Katharine Ashe has received unprecedented praise from her peers

• Will appeal to fans of An American in Scotland by Karen Ranney and Duke of My 
Heart by Kelly Bowen

“This author rocks historical romance.”
—USA Today, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/25/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL • (bxta) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4259-7  $105.00 L 978-1-5047-4261-0 $29.95

Aly’s House
by Leila Meacham
Reader to be announced

From the beloved New York Times bestselling author 
of Roses comes a tender, classic love story about a first 
love that not even time can diminish, set in a small 
Oklahoma town where secrets—and betrayals—run 
deep.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Lilac Girls by Martha Hall Kelly and The House by the Lake 
by Ella Carey

“An enthralling stunner…A compelling saga with echoes  
of Gone with the Wind.”

—Publishers Weekly on Roses

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / GENERAL • (c1ek) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 978-1-4789-4261-0  $76.99 N 978-1-4789-4263-4 $59.99
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Christmas in Eternity Springs
The Eternity Springs Series, Book 12
by Emily March
Reader to be announced

Jax never expected to find a second chance at love 
with Claire Branham. But when their happiness is 
threatened, can Jax prove to her that in Eternity 
Springs, the spirit of Christmas is real?

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Christmas-themed small-town romance is a perennial favorite

• Will appeal to fans of the Whiskey Creek series by Brenda Novak

“March successfully spins an inspiring love story  
with plenty of faith and optimism.”

—Publishers Weekly on Reunion Pass

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c1mx) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-6740-8  $100.00 L 978-1-5047-6742-2 $29.95

Another Day in the Death of America
A Chronicle of Ten Short Lives
by Gary Younge
Reader to be announced

Award-winning journalist Gary Younge here tells of 
the lives lost during a single day in America. It’s a 
searing portrait of youth, family, and the way that lives 
can be shattered in an instant on any day.

• Print run: 40,000

• Younge is a well-respected writer for the Guardian and Nation

• Will appeal to fans of On the Run by Alice Goffman

“This is Gary Younge’s masterwork: you will never read news reports 
about gun violence the same way again.”
—Naomi Klein, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
SOCIAL SCIENCE / VIOLENCE IN SOCIETY • (bxsw) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4140-8  $76.00 L 978-1-5047-4142-2 $29.95

Indestructible
One Man’s Rescue Mission That Changed the 
Course of WWII
by John R. Bruning
Reader to be announced

After the Japanese took Pappy’s family and placed 
them in an internment camp, he spent three years 
devising plans, planning missions, crafting his own 
weaponry and combat strategies to get them back, 
forever changing the art of air warfare.

• Print run: 75,000

• Will appeal to fans of Outlaw Platoon by Sean Parnell

“John Bruning’s work is the best book written about the Army National 
Guard since 11 September 2001.”

—On Point: The Journal of Army History on The Devil’s Sandbox

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/11/16
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II • (c17m) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 978-1-4789-4238-2  $76.99

Today Will Be Different
by Maria Semple
Read by Kathleen Wilhoite

Today Will Be Different is a hilarious, heart-filled story 
about reinvention, sisterhood, and how sometimes 
it takes facing up to our former selves to truly begin 
living.

• Print run: 200,000

• Where’d You Go, Bernadette was named one of the 10 Best Books of 2012 by the 
New York Times

• Will appeal to fans of Man at the Helm by Nina Stibbe and Fates and Furies by 
Lauren Groff

“[An] engrossing and whip-smart modern epistolary novel.”
—Entertainment Weekly on Where’d You Go, Bernadette

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c17i) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 978-1-4789-4230-6 $90.00

Hold a Scorpion
The Diana Poole Mysteries, Book 2
by Melodie Johnson Howe
Reader to be announced

While searching an accident scene, Diana Poole finds a 
mysterious piece of jewelry in the shape of a scorpion. 
Diana is determined to learn more about it, but asking 
questions may prove dangerous.

• Johnson-Howe has received praise from Michael Connelly and John Lescroart

• Mystery novels with plucky female protagonists perform quite well

• Will appeal to fans of The Kind Worth Killing by Peter Swanson and The Jasmine 
Trade by Denise Hamilton

“Deftly written and smart. On top of that, it is entertaining as hell.”
—Michael Connelly on City of Mirrors

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/25/16
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS 
(bq6h) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5046-8654-9 $76.00 L 978-1-5046-8655-6 $29.95

A City Dreaming
by Daniel Polansky
Reader to be announced

When New York City’s uneasy dual monarchy threat-
ens to break into outright war, it will take a magician of 
modest wit, dim ability, and few scruples to save it.

• The author’s Low Town trilogy won the Prix Imaginales and was short-listed 
for the Arthur C. Clarke Award

• Additional titles featuring the reluctant hero M are planned

• Will appeal to fans of The Storied Life of A. J. Fikry by Gabrielle Zevin

”A strong debut novel with a hero who doesn’t waste time worrying 
about the moral implications of cutting someone’s throat.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Low Town

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 10/4/16
FICTION / FANTASY / HUMOROUS • (bp0r) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 978-1-5047-4009-8  $76.00 L 978-1-5047-4010-4 $29.95
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